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Executive summary

Environmental and Social 
Performance
Australia Pacific LNG’s shareholders aim 
to develop the Business in a sustainable 
manner by identifying and assessing 
potential impacts, and introducing 
sustainable practices and solutions to 
manage them. This approach, detailed 
in our Environmental Impact Statement, 
reflects the existing practices of our 
joint venture partners, Origin Energy, 
ConocoPhillips and Sinopec, and is 
integral to developing the Business 
in a transparent, accountable and 
sustainable manner. 

This, the 10th Environmental and Social 
Report, covers the period between July 
and December 2016, and provides 
updates on our construction progress, 
our ongoing operations and production, 
safety and environmental management, 
and benefits to local and regional 
communities. This will be the last report 
covering the construction period.

Business Overview
As at 31 December 2016 the Business 
employed 3,525 full-time equivalents 
(FTEs). Origin, as Upstream Operator 
employed 2,987 FTEs, including 
operations, development and services; 
while ConocoPhillips, as Downstream 
Operator engaged 501 FTEs in 
operations and project delivery. The 
Corporate Office employed 37 FTEs.

Upstream drilling completed 186 wells 
during the reporting period and at the 
end of December, Upstream Operations 
was producing 1,200 Terajoules per 
day (TJ day).

The 120 day Lenders performance test 
for Train 1 was successfully completed 
in October. Train 2 construction 
achieved practical completion in the 
period, and first LNG from Train 2 was 
produced on 9 October 2016. A total 
of 45 produced cargos were shipped 
between July and December 2016.

Safety, Health, and  
Environmental Management
The Business health and safety goal 
is zero injuries across all activities. 
During this period, we reported 26 
recordable injuries, challenging our 
Total Recordable Injury Frequency Rate 
(TRIFR) which increased from 2.5 in 
the last reporting period to 3.6 at 31 
December 2016.

We take management of environmental 
impacts very seriously. Strict 
government environmental regulations 
result in the thorough and transparent 
management of water (produced, 
storm and waste), emissions (waste, 
greenhouse gases and dust), land, 
and biodiversity. 

There were 11 environmental incidents 
reported to the Regulatory Authorities 
- eight classified as minor and three 
incidents classified as moderate. 
Section 4 covers an extensive analysis 
of our HSE performance for the period.

Biodiversity Conservation
The rehabilitation effort continued with 
564 hectares (ha) being reinstated in the 
reporting period, bringing the total to 
7,175 ha of reinstated land, representing 
approximately 69 percent of all areas 
disturbed to date.

The revised Dukes Plain Offset and 
Rehabilitation Management Plan was 
submitted to the regulator in September 
2016. Activities implemented this 
reporting period include trials to 
optimise the growth of plants, ecological 
monitoring and establishment/
maintenance of fire breaks. The first 
annual report on the Dukes Plain Offset 
Area was prepared and provided to 
regulators this reporting period.

At the Inverness Offset area, specific 
management and monitoring activities 
have continued to assess the condition 
and the success of the translocation 
and propagation planting program, with 
maintenance of the plants and firebreaks 
carried out, as well as weed control.

The revised Colamba Offset Area 
Management Plan was submitted to 
regulators and necessary approval 
and endorsement was obtained in 
December 2016.

Sustainable Resource 
Management
During the reporting period, 12,135 
megalitres (Ml) of CSG water was 
produced. This represents a four 
percent increase on the previous period, 
reflecting increased gas production 
to supply the LNG plant following 
the commissioning of Train 2. Our 
efforts to apply treated CSG water 
to beneficial use continued with the 
provision of water for irrigation to local 
landholders and the ramp up of aquifer 
re-injection. These factors allowed a 
total of 10,432 Ml or 86 percent of all 
CSG water produced to be applied to 
beneficial use.
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Community, Stakeholders, 
and Social Management
Australia Pacific LNG maintained 
its commitment to stakeholder 
engagement activities that included 
90 formal engagement sessions and 
869 informal engagement events 
including informal presentations, 
walk-ins to regional offices and 
sponsored community events. Activities 
also included information displays, 
sponsorship events and individual 
meetings with local government and 
community members.

Australia Pacific LNG continues 
to contribute positively to local 
communities with social investments 
and partnerships aimed at delivering 
benefits long beyond the life of our 
business. During the last six months, 
Australia Pacific LNG has invested 
AUD$0.5 million in community projects, 
bringing the total investment spent to 
date to approximately AUD$41 million.

 
Warwick King

Chief Executive Officer 
Australia Pacific LNG

Change of Guard
In late 2016, Australia Pacific LNG 
CEO Page Maxson announced 
his intention to retire in February 
2017, after successfully guiding 
Australia Pacific LNG from the Project 
concept through construction to 
commercial production.

Page was appointed CEO in 2010, 
and under his direction helped shape 
a new global export industry for 
Queensland and played a key role in 
catapulting Australia to the forefront 
of international energy supply.

Looking back over the many 
milestones achieved by Australia 
Pacific LNG in the past six years, 
Page said that a particularly 
memorable period was the 
successful completion of the 
120 day operational test for the 
Project finance lenders, and the 
commencement of production from 
Train 2. 

“These achievements really reflect the 
integrated performance of all parts of 
Australia Pacific LNG,” Page said.

ConocoPhillips President Australia 
East, Warwick King, took over 
as Australia Pacific LNG CEO in 
February. Warwick has been leading 
ConocoPhillips’ efforts for the LNG 
Facility operation since 2011. 

Prior to his arrival in Australia, he 
has held key oil industry project 
management, production and 
development roles in the North Sea, 
Houston, Alaska and Russia.

“There will be even more 
achievements to come with Australia 
Pacific LNG’s continued focus on 
safety and embedding efficient 
and sustainable practices for the 
development of upstream gas 
resources. With our strong reserves 
position we are looking forward to 
working with our key customers here 
in Australia and overseas to help 
meet their energy needs today and in 
the decades ahead,” Warwick said. 
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1. Introduction
Australia Pacific LNG is a Coal Seam Gas (CSG) to 
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) business delivering a clean 
and sustainable energy source. Australia Pacific LNG is 
the largest producer of natural gas in eastern Australia, 
supplying gas to power stations to produce lower 
emissions electricity, and to major industrial customers, 
homes and businesses in South East Queensland.

Australia Pacific LNG is an incorporated joint 
venture consisting of Origin Energy (37.5%), 
ConocoPhillips (37.5%) and Sinopec (25%). Origin 
is responsible for construction and operation 
of the gas fields and pipeline. ConocoPhillips is 
responsible for construction and operation of the 
LNG plant and associated infrastructure.

At 31 December 2016 the Business employed 
3,525 full-time equivalents (FTE) in Australia. 
Once fully operational, the Business will employ 
approximately 2,500 people, boosting regional 
and national economies. Importantly, Queensland 
now has a new, long-term gas processing and 
export industry generating significant benefits at 
regional, state and national levels.

Australia Pacific LNG consists of:

• further development of Australia Pacific LNG’s 
existing gas fields in the Surat and Bowen 
basins in southwestern and central Queensland

• A 530 km high pressure gas pipeline from the 
gas fields to an LNG Facility near Gladstone 
in Queensland

• an LNG Facility on Curtis Island near Gladstone, 
the first two trains having a combined design 
nameplate processing capacity of approximately 
9.0 million tonnes per annum (Mtpa).

Australia Pacific LNG executed a sale-and-
purchase agreement—Australia’s largest LNG 
sales agreement by annual volume—with 
Sinopec for approximately 7.6 Mtpa of LNG for 
approximately 20 years. An agreement for the 
sale and purchase of approximately 1.0 Mtpa for 
approximately 20 years has also been signed with 
Kansai Electric.

Rigorous management systems are applied to 
control environmental and social impacts of the 
Business. This Environmental and Social Report, 
released every six months, provides updates 
on the Business activities and the sustainable 
approach to developing and operating the 
Business. This, the 10th report, covers the period 
between July and December 2016 (S2 2016). It 
summarises the construction progress, current 
operations and production, and details workforce 
safety and health, environmental and social impact 
management activities, and benefits to local and 
regional communities.
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Description Project based on Australia’s largest 2P CSG reserves

Size Two trains, each with a nameplate production capacity of 4.5 Mtpa

JV Interests Origin Energy 37.5%; ConocoPhillips 37.5%; Sinopec 25%

Reserves 
(as at 30 June 2016)

1P 7,089 Petajoules equivalent (PJe), 2P 13,529 PJe, 
3P 14,935 PJe – Additional 3,026 PJe (2C) of contingent resources

Off-take  
Agreement

Approximately 7.6 Mtpa LNG supply for approximately 20 years to JV partner, Sinopec
Approximately 1.0 Mtpa LNG supply for approximately 20 years to Kansai Electric

Timing LNG was first produced from Train 1 of the Downstream facility in December 2015. 
The first shipment of LNG departed the Australia Pacific LNG facility on Curtis Island 
in January 2016. LNG was produced from Train 2 in early October and the first export 
from Train 2 occurred on 17 October 2016.

Project Summary

Figure 1.1 Project location
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2. Construction
Overview

Origin manages the operation of the CSG resources 
and delivery of gas to feed the domestic market and 
the LNG plant. Following the completion of Phase 
1 construction work, Upstream responsibilities 
involve further drilling and completing CSG wells 
for the Sustain phase and the operation and 
maintenance of all gas fields and gas transmission 
pipeline infrastructure.

The CSG fields comprise wells and associated 
surface facilities, gas gathering and water gathering 
pipeline systems, seven gas processing facilities, 
two associated water treatment facilities, water 
storage ponds, and treated water and brine 
disposal facilities.

ConocoPhillips manages the construction and 
operation of the LNG facilities on Curtis Island. 
Bechtel was the engineering, procurement and 
construction contractor for the LNG plant and much 
of the related infrastructure.

The LNG facilities comprise two gas processing 
trains, two LNG storage tanks, and standard 
infrastructure services, including power, water, 
telecommunications, and sewage disposal. 

Mainland support is located in the Gladstone 
area. The LNG plant is situated on Curtis 
Island, 11 kilometres northwest of the city of 
Gladstone, Queensland.

Project Component Percent complete on 31 December 2016

Upstream 100%

Downstream 100%

Curtis Island LNG Facility.
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2.1 Upstream 
Sustain Phase

2.2 Upstream 
Production 
Operations

 
Wells drilled in the reporting 
period: 172

Wells on line during the reporting 
period: 186

 
CSG production increased steadily 
during the reporting period, following 
the first LNG production by Train 2 
in October 2016. Total production 
increased from 1,100 TJ/day in June 
to over 1,200 TJ/day at the end of 
December 2016.

Upstream

2.3 Downstream 
Construction, 
Commissioning and 
Start-up

2.4 Downstream 
Operations

 
Train 2 Physical Completion Tests were 
performed from 9 to 12 December. 
The substantial Completion Certificate 
is expected for early 2017. However 
the transfer of custody for Train 2 
from Construction to Operations was 
effective 15 December 2016.

The Train 1 120 day Lenders 
performance test successfully 
completed in October.

First LNG was produced by Train 2 in 
early October. A total of 45 cargos were 
loaded in the reporting period to 31 
December 2016, bringing the total to 
72 cargos loaded from initial production 
to the end of the calendar year 2016.

Downstream
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Australia Pacific LNG is powering ahead in 2017, staking 
its claim as a key player in Australian and international 
natural gas markets after achieving a series of significant 
milestones in late 2016.
October 2016 delivered two major achievements; the 
successful completion of the 120 day operational test 
for Australia Pacific LNG’s Project finance lenders, and 
the commencement of production from Train 2.

Australia Pacific LNG is now producing commercial 
quantities of liquefied natural gas from the second 
train at its LNG Facility on Curtis Island near 
Gladstone, Queensland.

Results over the Train 1 120 day test period 
confirmed excellent and sustained performance in all 
operational activities.

All operational components of the business – from 
the wells and the gas field infrastructure, through the 
transmission pipeline to the LNG Facility, the storage 
tanks and loading jetty – successfully worked together 
to deliver sustained production performance and meet 
stringent targets over a 120 day period.

Then in November, shareholder and major customer 
Sinopec’s brand new and custom-built LNG tanker 
CESI Gladstone docked at the Curtis Island LNG 
Facility loading jetty for the first time, to take on 
Sinopec’s 49th shipment of LNG, bound for the 
Chinese mainland.

Australia Pacific LNG Powers Ahead

 

Curtis Island LNG Facility.



3. Safety, Health,
Environment and
Social Management
Australia Pacific LNG recognises that environmental 
management, workplace health and safety and 
community engagement are integral to the success 
of the Business, and integrates these priorities into 
day-to-day operations. 
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3.1 Approach

The Australia Pacific LNG Environmental and Social 
Management Plan (ESMP) articulates the Business’ 
approach to the management of environmental and 
social issues. The ESMP is supported by the Health, 
Safety, Environment and Sustainable Development 
(HSE and SD) Management System (MS) Standard 
and topic-related sub-plans.

KEY STAKEHOLDERS

Regulators Public/Community NGOs WorkforceShareholdersLenders

Actions

Operator Management Plans

Contractor Management Plans

STANDARDS AND
GUIDELINES

Parent Company
Policies and Systems

Regulatory Requirements

IFC Environmental and
Social Standards

Equator Principles and 
US Ex-Im Policies

Labour and Working 
Conditions

Pollution Prevention
and Abatement

Biodiversity 
Conservation

Sustainable Resource 
Management

Community Health
Safety and Security

Land Acquisition and 
Involuntary Resettlement

Indigenous Peoples Cultural Heritage

ESMP SUB-PLANS

HSE AND SD 
MS STANDARD  

ELEMENTS

APLNG HSE and SD Management System Standard

APLNG Environment and Social Management Plan (ESMP)

Figure 3.1 Australia Pacific LNG Environmental and Social Management Plan

 Policy

HSE Obligations

Planning, Objectives and Targets

Hazard and Risk Management

Training and Competency

Communication

HSE Programs and Procedures

Contractor and Supplier  
Management

Emergency Preparedness  
and Response

Incident Management, Corrective  
and Preventative Action

Monitoring and Measurement

Assurance

Management Review
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3.1.1 Policies, 
Principles and 
Systems 
Australia Pacific LNG’s commitment to 
managing its activities for the protection 
of the health and safety of people, 
the environment, and the community 
is formalised and communicated in 
its Health, Safety, Environment and 
Sustainable Development Policy.

The sustainable development aspects 
of the policy are achieved by integrating 
Australia Pacific LNG’s Sustainability 
Principles when planning activities. 
The Upstream and Downstream 
Operators have integrated these 
Sustainability Principles into their 
management systems and activities 
during the Project’s construction and 
operations phases.

3.1.2 Environmental 
and Social 
Management Plans
The Upstream and Downstream 
Operators have developed and 
implemented environmental 
management plans (EMPs) and social 
impact management plans (SIMPs). 
These plans have been designed to 
mitigate environmental and social 
impacts during construction and 
operation, and reflect conditions 
imposed throughout the approvals 
process. These plans define 
contractors’ and subcontractors’ 
requirements and are tailored to 
specific scopes of work.

Conditions compliance continues to 
be met under the guidance of SIMPs. 
However SIMPs are no longer a 
requirement of Coordinated Projects in 
Queensland, and have been replaced 
by a new policy framework – the Social 
Impact Assessment (SIA) guideline.  

Australia Pacific LNG submitted a 
Change Request to move from the 
SIMP framework to the SIA guideline 
under transitional arrangements offered 
by the Coordinator General (CG). 
The new policy continues to confer 
responsibility on proponents to mitigate 
impacts and also to report on social 

impact management (SIM reporting) 
until 2017 – two years into operations. 
The Change Request was approved by 
the CG on 29 September 2015.

In anticipation of the changing 
nature of social impacts during the 
operational phase, the Upstream 
Operator undertook an internal Social 
Impact Assessment (SIA) in 2014. 
Commencing 2016, the Upstream 
Operator is seeking to address 
impacts identified in this internal SIA, 
as well as community related risks and 
compliance obligations through annual 
community plans.

In November 2016 the Office of 
the Coordinator General approved 
submission of the bi-annual 
Environmental and Social Report (this 
report) as a replacement for specific 
annual Social Impact Management 
(SIM) reporting.

3.1.3 Incident 
Notification and 
Reporting
Incident notification and reporting 
are handled as part of the respective 
incident management processes 
managed for Australia Pacific LNG 
by Operators. Incidents are reported 
according to the Australia Pacific LNG 
Incident Notification Procedure.

Australia Pacific LNG’s Health, Safety 
and Environment (HSE) team reviews, 
analyses and reports incidents as well 
as HSE and Sustainable Development 
performance on a monthly basis 
to management, shareholders and 
lenders. Reporting occurs in the event 
of significant incidents or breaches of 
conditions or regulations.

Major incidents are subject to 
immediate notification to shareholders 
and the Independent Environmental 
and Social Consultant as per the 
schedule specified in Section 10.8.3 of 
the ESMP.

The State of Queensland and the 
Australian Federal Government 
subjected Australia Pacific LNG 
to a full environmental and social 
assessment process. This resulted in a 
comprehensive set of conditions related 
to environmental and social issues in 
November 2010.

The Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) executive summary provides 
an overview of the Project impact 
assessment process and stakeholder 
consultation for non-technical readers.

Approximately 1,600 conditions were 
imposed on the sanction of the Project 
under State and Commonwealth laws, 
in addition to a large number of voluntary 
commitments made by the Project in the 
EIS process.

3.2 Federal and State 
Impact Assessment 
Approvals
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Australia Pacific LNG and its 
operators, contractors, and 
subcontractors are required to apply 
appropriate change management 
procedures for all changes or 
deviations to agreed Business scope 
and objectives. The overall scope and 
objectives are governed by cost and 
schedule baselines and design and 
philosophy documents.

The Australia Pacific LNG Project 
Change Management Procedure 
defines how changes to the Business 
outside of Operator delegations are 
managed across the Upstream and 
Downstream projects on behalf of 
Australia Pacific LNG. This includes 
changes to the technical design, 
compliance or license application 
requirements not envisaged in the 
initial Business scope, and compliance 
with required environmental and 
social standards committed under the 
Syndicated Facility Agreement with 
the Lenders.

No significant Project Change Notices 
(PCNs) related to Environmental and 
Social issues were approved during 
this reporting period.  

Operational control for Train 2 
transitioned from Construction to 
Operations on 15 December.

Upstream

Downstream

3.3 Management 
of Change 

3.4 Verification and Assurance

The Australia Pacific LNG HSE and 
SD Assurance Plan describes the 
activities that the Australia Pacific 
LNG Corporate Office undertakes 
to fulfil its assurance, oversight, and 
communication roles. This is done on 
behalf of shareholders for Operator 
activities and performance in the areas 
associated with HSE and SD. These 
include targeted Operator Health, 
Safety and Environment Management 
Systems (HSEMS) implementation and 
compliance audits, pre-construction 
and operational readiness reviews, 
environmental and social condition 
compliance audits, and data 
verification of the compliance system 
(Atlas). Australia Pacific LNG leverages 
the Operator’s own assurance 
activities as much as possible through 
participating in an observer capacity in 
identified operator HSE and SD audits, 
workshops and reviews.

All Australia Pacific LNG-initiated 
HSE and SD audits are undertaken 
using a methodology consistent 
with the requirements of ISO 
19011:2003 Guidelines for Quality 
and/or Environmental Management 
Systems Auditing.

The Upstream and Downstream 
Operators have developed and 
implemented HSE assurance plans, 
procedures and programs to verify 
that controls are developed to mitigate 
health, safety, environmental and 
social impacts. Assurance activities 
are planned in consideration of 
construction and operational activities 
with the greatest HSE and SD risk, 
along with other factors including 
outcomes of previous audits, results of 
incident investigation and independent 
third-party audits and regulator-
initiated audits.

3.4.1  
Independent 
Environmental and 
Social Consultant 
Review
The Independent Environmental and 
Social Consultant (IESC), Lummus 
Consultants International, conducted 
two reviews in this reporting period 
in July and September. In July the 
reviewing team travelled to the LNG 
Facility construction site on Curtis 
Island and witnessed emissions 
testing for Train 1 as well as reviewing 
waste management and systems 
implementation following the transition 
from Construction to Operations. 
The September visit focused on the 
review of Environmental and Social 
(E&S) deliverables for the Train 1 
completion test.    

Overall, Lummus Consultants confirmed 
that principal environmental approvals 
and planning permits remain valid, 
specific to Australia Pacific LNG, and 
that conditions of approval are being 
appropriately tracked, implemented and 
measured. Lummus Consultants also 
confirmed that the items required for 
the Train 1 E&S completion test met all 
requirements for that test.
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Upstream Downstream

3.4.2 Regulators’ 
Audits
During the six months to December 
31 2016, seven external environmental 
audits were completed for Upstream. 
These audits did not identify any 
significant issues, with most findings 
raised in relation to administrative 
issues. Rectification actions for these 
findings are in place and are tracked 
to completion. The Upstream audits 
covered the following Environmental 
Approvals:

• EPBC conditions audit

• Combabula

• Walloons

• Gilbert Gully

• Gladstone State Development 
Area 

• Callide Infrastructure Corridor 
State Development Area

• Narrows Crossing.

A regulator audit by the Hazardous 
Industries and Chemical Branch (HICB) 
was conducted on the implementation 
of the Health, Safety and Environment 
Management System (HSEMS) for the 
Downstream Operations in August 
2016. No non-conformances were 
recorded for this audit.  

3.4.3 Operator and 
Shareholder Audits

Level 3 Origin Group Internal Audit 
(Shareholder Audit):

In the six months to December 
31 2016, Origin Internal Audit has 
initiated one Shareholder audit 
with the Upstream Operator on the 
Australia Pacific LNG Operations 
Business Unit covering HSE & Asset 
Management. This audit did not 
identify any significant issues relating 
to environmental, health & safety and 
social responsibility processes. 

The Downstream Operator conducted 
an internal audit of its Health Safety and 
Environment programs in November 
2016. The preliminary findings of the 
audit found two non-conformances 
which are being addressed prior 
to finalisation.
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Environmental and social milestones 
are part of the Execution Plans 
for development and operation of 
the Upstream and Downstream 
components. All environmental and 
social milestones as outlined in the 
ESMP have been completed. 

3.6 Environment and 
Social Milestones

3.5 Conformance

3.5.1  
Non-Conformances
Protection of the environment 
continues to be a priority for Australia 
Pacific LNG, which has a corporate 
goal of maintaining zero regulatory 
shutdowns and finable incidents.

A non-conformance is a situation 
inconsistent with conditions of 
approval or formal commitments 
made by Australia Pacific LNG. Non-
conformances are recorded during 
audits or inspections conducted by 
regulators, shareholders, Australia 
Pacific LNG, operators or contractors.

The Upstream Operator received 
five warning notices (three from 
the Queensland Department 
of Environmental and Heritage 
Protection (EHP) and two from the 
Commonwealth Department of 
Environment and Energy (DEE), issued 
between 1 July and 31 December 
2016. The five warning notices related 
to the late submission of notification 
forms, late lodgement of financial 
assurance, release of produced 
water to drainage feature and the 
administrative non-compliances 
identified during third party audits. A 
further 43 non-conformances related 
to late submissions of reports, updates 
to management plans or failure to 
conduct monitoring in accordance 
with the EA, were reported to the 
relevant regulator and actions have 
been set and will be tracked through 
to completion. This is an increase 
compared with the previous period. It 
can be attributed to a higher number 
of compliance conditions from the 
respective Environmental Authorities 
(EA) which are now applicable 
as the Project has transitioned to 
stable operations.

The Downstream Operator received 
no warning notices from the 
environmental regulator.

Upstream

Downstream
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4. Labour  
and Working 
Conditions
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Retaining a qualified workforce focused on continual 
improvement is crucial to the success of Australia 
Pacific LNG. Achieving a safe and healthy workplace 
is a fundamental priority.

At 31 December, Australia Pacific LNG 
engaged 3,525 full-time equivalent 
(FTE) employees and contractors, 
representing an approximate 35 
percent decrease on the previous 
reporting period. This reflects the 
substantial reduction of personnel 
engaged in construction, with the 
continued demobilisation of the 
Principal Contractor personnel following 
the practical completion of Train 2 in 
October and the consolidation of the 
operations workforce.  

The Upstream Operator engaged 2,987 
FTEs in operations, development and 
support services, and includes 1,044 
FTE direct employees and 1,943 FTE 
contractors. The Upstream workforce 
was up three percent over the previous 
reporting period.

The Downstream Operator engaged 
501 FTEs including 249 FTEs in 
Gladstone working in construction and 
operations and 152 FTEs in Brisbane 
engaged in management and support 
services. The Downstream workforce 
decreased by approximately 80 percent 
over the period with only 50 FTEs of the 
Principal Contractor remaining on site.

The Australia Pacific LNG Corporate 
Office engaged 37 FTEs, primarily 
shareholder secondees.

Exposure hours decreased from 
6,544,480 hours in the previous period 
to 5,496,219 hours. The decrease 
in exposure hours of approximately 
16 percent reflects the shift from 
construction and commissioning to 
operations (Figure 4.1).

Downstream and Upstream Operators 
manage hazards through a behaviour-
based safety management strategy.

Figure 4.1 Total Australia Pacific LNG Consolidated Exposure Hours by Reporting Period
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4.1 Hazard Management

Upstream

Table 4.1 Upstream Hazard Management*

Hazard management type Totals

Manager site visits 359

Injuries (no treatment cases and higher) 102

Near Misses 177

Life Saving Rule breaches 31

Emergency Response Drills 1,180

Safety Inspections 5,862

Drug and alcohol tests conducted 124,987

Training conducted 1,436

* Not all hazard management activities conducted were recorded. Table 4.1 represents recorded hazard 
management activities.

Downstream

Hazard Management Type Construction Operations Total

Toolbox meetings 112 112

JSAs/JHAs/JSEAs 913 208 1,121

Safety Inspections 2,166 2,166

Emergency Response Drills 43 6 49

Orientations 316 316

Safety Alerts  32 32

Manager’s site visits/walk throughs 336 255 591

Personal Tasks hazard ID or STARRTs 1,753 1,753

Table 4.2 Downstream Hazard Management

Downstream and Upstream Operators manage hazards 
through a behaviour-based safety management strategy.

Safety management tools such as 
Team Job Safety Analysis (TJSA), 
Life-Saving Rules Verifications (LSRVs), 
Personal Safety Involvement (PSI), 
Leadership Visits, and pre-start 
meetings are used on the LNG Facility 
to build a strong safety culture and 
positive work habits.  

Additionally, leading and lagging 
safety indicators are tracked and 
used to promote an ongoing 
safety focus, and celebrated when 
milestones are achieved. Table 4.2 
lists activities conducted by Bechtel 
and its subcontractors to help improve 
awareness and manage hazards 
during the reporting period.

Individual tasks are managed through 
the use of procedures, Job Hazard 
Analysis and/or Permit to Work.

Regular monthly reporting records 
hazard management activities across 
the Upstream Operator sites and 
facilities. Table 4.2 lists activities 
conducted by the Upstream Operator 
and its subcontractors to help improve 

awareness and manage hazards during 
the reporting period.

Environmental risks have been 
identified through a series of 
workshops that align with the LNG Risk 
Management Framework.

Level 1 Environmental Risk Registers 
exist for the Upstream Operator at a 
Business Unit level.
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Australia Pacific LNG’s safety 
performance was challenged in this 
reporting period. The key safety 
indicator – the rolling 12-month Total 
Recordable Injury Frequency Rate 
(TRIFR) – finished the year at 3.6 
compared with 2.5 at the end of June.

The Downstream Operator’s safety 
performance declined from 1.2 at 
the end of June to 2.0 at the end of 
December correlating with the shift 
in focus to site demobilisation and 
start-up activities. In response to this 
trend, the Downstream Operator 
has concentrated on enhancing 
an already mature HSE culture by 
improving hazard awareness and safe 
behaviours, in addition to promoting 

a proactive behavioural intervention 
program which involves safety 
observations and personal safety 
conversations. A particular focus 
has been given to achieving a strong 
HSE performance during key planned 
activities in 1Q2017, for example the 
Train 1 shutdown which is planned for 
March 2017.

The Upstream Operator’s safety 
performance was also challenged, 
declining from 4.0 at the end of June 
to 4.8 at the end of the reporting 
period, corresponding with an increase 
in activity levels in preparation for the 
lenders’ test window. In response to 
this trend, the Upstream Operator 
has implemented improvement plans 

across its operations focusing on 
hazard management and control 
effective verification through Bow-
Ties, increasing assurance activities, 
independent audits and the roll 
out of its Key Control Monitoring 
program; increasing visible leadership 
and contractor engagement; and 
reinforcing its Field Supervisor 
Leadership Program.

In the six months to December 31, 
Australia Pacific LNG incurred 26 
recordable injuries, compared to 
17 injuries recorded in the previous 
period. This increase is reflected in the 
12-month rolling recordable injury rate 
(refer to Figure 4.2).

4.2 Safety Performance

Figure 4.2: Australia Pacific LNG Consolidated Safety Performance by Reporting Period
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The 26 recordable injury cases involved 
four lost time cases (LTC), 10 restricted 
work cases (RWC), and 12 medical 
treatment cases (MTC). For the same 
period there were 73 first aid cases 
(FAC). Refer to Figures 4.3 and 4.4.

Hands continue to be the most 
commonly injured body part (40 
percent of all injuries). Both Operators 
have taken measures over the past 
year to address hand injuries and 
protecting hands continues to be a 
daily topic at pre-start meetings.

Figure 4.3 Recordable Injuries by Reporting Period
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Figure 4.4 Safety Performance Pyramid - Jul to Dec 2016
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High Potential 
Incidents
The Upstream Operator recorded two 
High Potential Incidents (HPIs), both 
involving vehicle rollovers, resulting 
in serious injuries to one person and 
moderate injuries to three others.

No HPIs were recorded for the 
Downstream Operator for the 
reporting period.

The recurrence of HPIs are prevented 
by post-incident measures including 
better communication of safety alerts 
throughout Australia Pacific LNG, new 
or enhanced training programs, as well 
as amended procedures. Preventative 
measures include active engagement 
of site leadership with craft, 
implementation of Life Saving Rules, 
robust Operator Tier 2 audit programs 
and lessons learnt (and shared) from 
other operators.

 
The Upstream Operator’s TRIFR at 31 
December was 4.8 compared with 
4.0 in the previous reporting period. 
Notwithstanding this increase in the 
frequency rate, injury severity reduced 
i.e. the vast majority of recordable 
injuries were minor or moderate 
in nature.

Key focus areas for the Upstream 
Operator safety program during this 
period included:

• Embedding learning from incidents 
through structured processes

• Applying incident investigation 
procedures to workplaces before an 
incident occurs

• Managing critical risks and assuring 
key controls on a daily basis

• Developing safety leadership 
capability across all Frontline 
Supervisors through a five-day 
Leadership Program.

In addition to the above, the 
implementation of the Origin corporate 
HSE management system is 
progressing to deliver simplification and 
increased effectiveness. The Upstream 
Operator also conducted a refresh 
campaign of Life Saving Rules (LSR) 
aimed at ensuring the LSRs are clearly 
understood, consistently applied and 
learnings implemented.

 
Seven recordable safety incidents 
occurred at the Curtis Island 
construction site.

The TRIFR for the Downstream 
Operator was challenged through the 
reporting period and stood at 2.0 at the 
end of June (compared to 1.2 in the 
previous reporting period). 

DownstreamUpstream
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The ‘hours of work’ and ‘rest breaks’ 
of Australia Pacific LNG and its 
operators’ and contractors’ personnel 
are governed by a number of directives, 
procedures and agreements.

Australia Pacific LNG recognises 
fatigue as an occupational health and 
safety risk affecting health, increasing 
workplace injury risk, and reducing 
performance and productivity. It 
impacts on workplace safety and 
operational capabilities.

Upstream operations and drilling and 
completions predominantly work a 
14-days on and 14-days off eventime 
roster. Across construction activities 
for the Upstream operations, the 
predominant roster is 14-days on 
and seven-days off. People working 
under these shift roster arrangements 
generally work a 12-hour period 
followed by a 12-hour rest period. Site-
based rostered employees are offered 
a charter flight between Brisbane and 
Roma or Miles at the start of their 
FIFO work cycle. The workers are 
transported via bus or pool vehicle to 
site accommodation.

At the end of December, approximately 
52 percent of the workforce (1,507 
workers), including employees and 
contractors, were working under the 
FIFO/DIDO regime.

Downstream construction employees 
and contractors currently work a 58–
hour week, comprising of five 10-hour 
shifts Monday through Friday and an 
additional eight-hour shift on Saturday.

FIFO workers operate on shifts 
consisting of 28-days on and seven-
days off, working six days per week. 
The FIFO regime was generally phased 
down as the Principal Contractor 
reduced workforce numbers to meet 
the finalisation of construction in late 
2016. The Downstream FIFO workforce 
ranged from over 1,000 workers in early 
July to approximately 700 in September 
and ended the calendar year with only 
14 workers at 31 December.

The LNG Facility operators comprise 
five crews that work 12-hour shifts, 
rotating through days, nights and 
days off, depending on the shift swing 
and activities on site. Operations day 
workers support the day-to-day running 
of the LNG facility, working Monday to 
Friday during business hours. 

 

4.3 Shift Work and FIFO Regimes

Australia Pacific LNG requires a large and diverse 
workforce. The routine operations include sites 
requiring extended work hours, including those 
operating 24-hours a day, seven days a week.

Upstream Downstream
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Australia Pacific LNG has been instrumental in the creation 
and success of Safer Together, the Queensland Natural Gas 
Exploration & Production Industry Safety Forum, creating 
a safe and sustainable coal seam gas industry. 
The forum was established by major operators and 
contractor companies working collaboratively to build 
a pervasive industry safety culture, promote learning, 
information sharing and good practices. 

Six working groups have been formed including:

• Safety Leadership working group

• Competence & Behaviour working group

• Land Transport working group

• Process Safety working group

• Rig Site Safety working group

• Communications working group

The working group and project teams meet monthly 
working together on creating programs to help drive 
consistency and continuous improvement of standards 
developing practical, effective solutions for industry-
wide application. 

The efforts of this collaboration have resulted in the 
implementation of: 

• Process safety poster campaign 

• Industry incident review panels 

• Container process safety awareness training 

• Industry safety induction 

• Safety culture tool kit 

Australia Pacific LNG CEO, Warwick King is the Co-Chair 
of the Board, and both the Upstream and Downstream 
Operators have been active in the Working Groups.  

Common Industry Safety Induction (ISI) is an important 
success milestone achieved by the group.

Safer Together Positively Shaping 
Industry Safety 

 

Image courtesy of Arrow Energy.
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4.4 Diversity

The majority of the workforce are 
Australian permanent residents. There 
are 89 expatriates (39 Downstream, 
39 Upstream and 11 in the Corporate 
Office) working in Australia, down from 
135 in the last reporting period. 

For the Downstream Operator, 
approximately 55 percent (268 
workers) come from the Gladstone 
area. The Upstream Operator sources 
approximately 149 workers from local 
areas, with the majority of its workers 
from Queensland.

The Upstream Operator employs 384 
women and the Downstream Operator 
employs 55 women. 

Australia Pacific LNG Corporate Office 
(CO) employed 15 women (41 percent 
of the CO workforce).

 

4.4.1 Indigenous 
Employment
At 31 December 2016, 48 positions in 
the Business were filled by Indigenous 
people in roles such as managers, 
cultural heritage monitors (part time 
casuals), clerical/administrative, and 
machine operators. Figure 4.5 shows 
the number of Indigenous people 
employed to date.

Figure 4.5: Indigenous Employment
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These requirements include 
environmental and social aspects, and 
are designed to meet:

• Relevant Queensland and Australian 
Government requirements

• Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) commitments

• International Finance Corporation 
performance standards (Social and 
Environmental Assessment and 
Management Systems.

From July 1 2016, the Upstream 
Operator has changed the way it 
manages the learning of contracted 
organisations, enabling each contractor 
to have a single, easy to manage 
record to demonstrate training and 
competency. Contractors have been 
encouraged to obtain a SkillPASS and 
undertake learning requirements via 
Energy Skills Queensland (ESQ). 

The benefits of this change include:

• Contractors arrive on site with the 
evidence of the competencies 
required to perform their job role

• Contractors who hold a SkillPASS no 
longer have to carry separate proof 
of competencies when attending an 
Australia Pacific LNG site as the pass 
can be scanned to provide evidence 
of completed training

• Upstream Operator’s people are able 
to scan a QR code on the individual’s 
SkillPASS and have a full digital 
learning history for the individual

• Removal of significant administrative 
time and cost for Australia 
Pacific LNG

• Contractors no longer need to be 
loaded into internal databases unless 
they require access to the Upstream 
Operator’s records. Existing records 
are being deactivated in early 2017 

• SkillPASS is used industry-wide 
making it transferable and accurate.

Learning records of all contractors 
have been transferred to ESQ. Any 
required learning will now be accessed 
via the ESQ system. Service providers 
will no longer be on-boarded into the 
Upstream Operator’s system and any 
learning costs are the responsibility of 
the service provider.

Completion of mandatory inductions 
and safety courses, in the six months to 
December 31, include:

• HSE General Awareness Induction 
(online): 113

• Queensland Natural Gas Exploration 
and Production Industry Safety 
Induction: 75

• HSE Field Induction (online): 176

• Drilling and Completions Field 
Induction (online): 29 

• LNG Integrated Safe System of Work 
(ISSoW) - Work Party: 33

• LNG Integrated Safe System of Work 
(ISSoW) - Permit Holder: 23 

• Code of Conduct (online): 478

From 1 July 2016, all New Starts 
working on the development or 
operation of facilities in the Queensland 
Natural Gas Exploration and Production 
industry are required to satisfactorily 
complete the Industry Safety Induction 
(ISI) prior to commencing work.       

New Starts are defined as anyone who 
hasn’t worked for at least 12 months 
within the last two years in the oil and 
gas industry. 

Working with other Safer Together 
members, Australia Pacific LNG 
believes common, agreed core safety 
competency requirements are needed 
to help drive a strong and consistent 
safety culture in the industry. The ISI 
will deliver one standard induction to all 
industry workers - regardless of which 
operator or contractor they’re employed 
by. Upstream Operator’s New Starts 
are no longer required to complete the 
Leading HSE Induction.

Offers have been accepted for seven 
regionally based apprenticeships and 
traineeships with positions scheduled 
to commence late January 2017. 
These include:

• Three Electrical and Instrumentation 
dual trade apprenticeships – five 
years duration

• Two Mechanical Fitter 
apprenticeships – four years duration

• Two Telecommunication traineeships 
– two years duration

The Upstream Operator has entered 
into an agreement with group 
training organisation, MIGAS, which 
undertakes employer responsibilities 
with the Upstream Operator being the 
host employer.

Multiskilling training of operators and 
maintainers continues to identify 
opportunities to increase skills and 
efficiencies across the workforce.

4.5 Training

Training, awareness and competency requirements 
for Health, Safety and Environment are set out in the 
Australia Pacific LNG Health, Safety and Environment and 
Sustainable Development Plan.

Upstream
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Downstream
The first LNG Process Operator 
Traineeship Program, a key sustainable 
training initiative in collaboration with 
QGC and Santos, progressed the on-
the-job learning stage. This involved 
trainees spending time with Operations 
Technicians learning the operational 
aspects of the facility. Trainees for 
the second LNG Process Operator 
Traineeship have been selected to start 
in February 2017.  

Work is continuing to develop the 
capability of Central Queensland 
University (CQU) specifically in the area 
of gas processing and safe operations. 
This includes development of the 
facilities, training program/curriculum 
and CQU Process Trainer. The Training 
Rigs purchased by ConocoPhillips 
previously housed at Gladstone CQU 
City Campus have been relocated 
to the CQU Marina Campus and set 
up in a dedicated Process Lab room 
training facility. 

There is continuing development and 
review of e-learning modules specific 
to Australia Pacific LNG including 
Small Bore Tubing, Marine Induction, 
Substation Awareness and Portable 
Gas Detectors. 

The focus on contractor competency 
management continues to gather 
momentum with all Integrated and 
Controlled Contractors registered in 
ISNetworld and increases in respective 
training compliance levels.  

A high level of electrical training activity 
has been established specifically for 
contractor personnel in the areas of 
Authorised Electrical Person, Electrical 
Equipment in Hazardous Areas and 
Substation Awareness.

Two Industry-led Safer Together 
initiatives, ‘Industry Safety Induction’ 
and ‘Contain It – Major Accident Hazard 
training’ have been conducted in 
Gladstone and Brisbane.  

All new personnel without previous 
CSG/LNG experience are expected to 
complete the Industry Safety Induction 
from 2017 onwards. 
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Part of Australia Pacific LNG’s commitment to the 
regional communities in which it operates includes 
providing support for employees who choose to relocate 
to regional areas.

While the peak construction phase of Australia Pacific 
LNG’s activities required the use of worker camps and a 
fly-in, fly-out workforce for some construction activities, 
the transition to ‘steady state’ operations means there 
are ongoing long term roles in regional areas like 
Miles, Chinchilla and Roma.

This provides employment opportunities for locals, as 
well as for people who are prepared to move to these 
areas and become members of the local community.

Australia Pacific LNG’s upstream operator Origin provides 
support for Origin employees who choose to make the 
change and take on a rural lifestyle.

This support comes in the form of a Living Local 
allowance, as well as assistance with relocation and 
moving house.

Anna and Glen Fields

Four years ago Anna and Glen Fields swapped their 
suburban Toowoomba home for an acreage block on the 
outskirts of Chinchilla and today they couldn’t be happier.

Both Anna and Glen work for Origin and jumped at the 
chance to move further west. Anna works as a Land 
Access Advisor, and Glen is Manager, Access Delivery, 
and their work brings them into regular contact with local 
landholders and other community members.

They share their 2.5 acre block with Gus the horse and 
the dogs Salty and Red, and there’s plenty of room for 
Anna to practise her horse riding.

“I only learned to ride as an adult so it’s been a great 
opportunity to live out here and improve my riding 
skills,” Anna said. “Glen has always ridden horses, 
so we’re planning to get out and go on some trail 
riding adventures.”

“We love it here, we’re very happy; when Glen first 
moved out here we considered whether I should stay in 
Toowoomba, but we decided to both move and that was 
the right decision.”

Living Local and Loving It

 

 Anna and Glen Fields and Gus the horse.
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Australia Pacific LNG recognises that 
maintaining and improving employee 
and contractor health and wellness 
is important. Office-based health 
and wellness programs consist of 
educational topics, work station 
ergonomics, exercise / fitness 
programs, and wellness campaigns.

The majority of Upstream field-
based workers live in Temporary 
Accommodation Facilities (TAFs) near 
worksites. These may be camps, hotel, 
motel accommodation and provided 
housing. In addition to providing 
housing and food, TAFs provide access 
to gym equipment including weights 
and cardiovascular equipment. TAFs 
also include sporting facilities, and 
TAF staff support employees and 
contractors with gym routines and 
exercise programs.

Healthy food choices are an important 
aspect to maintaining a fit workforce. 
Healthy and ‘heart smart’ eating 
options are available. 

There are five field medical clinics 
dedicated to the Upstream Operations, 
resourced by medical professionals 
which are located at major camp 
facilities. These clinics are close to the 
bulk of worksite activities. The primary 
purpose of these clinics is to provide 
medical care (emergency and primary 
health care) to workers, ensuring 
efficient return to work processes. In 
addition, these medical clinics aim 
to minimise the impact on regional 
healthcare facilities. The majority of 
workers treated at the field medical 
clinics did not require referral to 
regional health facilities.  

The Upstream Operator recorded 
1,573 medical consultations conducted 
by its field medical support provider, 
with 89 percent of all visits being non 
work-related.

At Curtis Island there is a fully 
resourced medical clinic staffed by 
two nurses and two medics. A fully 
equipped ambulance is also part of the 
LNG Facility medical clinic resources.

The Downstream Operator recorded 
596 visits to the Curtis Island medical 
clinic with approximately 80 percent of 
all admissions being non work-related. 

HSE and medical staff support the 
Operators’ Health and Wellness 
Programs by delivering a series 
of wellness topics or programs to 
employees and contractors. This 
is done by providing educational 
materials, access to medical providers, 
access to exercise equipment and 
healthy food options, all of which 
support high employee morale at the 
remote work locations. 

The number of workers directly 
employed by the Upstream Operator, 
including workers hired by major 
contractors living in camps at the end 
of the reporting period was 1,507. 

The Upstream Operator delivers 
practical and educational programs 
designed to encourage people to 
make informed decisions about 
health and safety, and to prevent or 
minimise illness and injuries. Programs 
encourage physical activity, nutrition 
and other healthy habits.

Upstream Operator wellness initiatives 
included:

• July to December 2016 – TouchBase 
– Rostered Workforce support 
program. This is an ongoing program 
creating awareness of mental 
health and well-being and providing 
employees and contractors with 
skills to minimise the risk of mental 
health related concerns. 

• July to December 2016 – STRONG 
Program – body, mind and spirit 
program aimed at whole-of-body 
health for workers. Coordinated 

4.6 Wellbeing and Accommodation

Upstream

through the camp Health and Lifestyle 
Coordinators this program provides 
engagement as well as health and 
wellbeing awareness through camp 
initiatives.

• July to September 2016 – 
Musculoskeletal Awareness and 
Body Activation Refresh. A pre-start 
movement program that helps prevent 
musculoskeletal injuries, incorporating 
exercises and movement to cater for all 
occupational groups.

• October 2016 to March 2017 (summer 
promotion) – Heat Stress Awareness. 
This program provides awareness 
and education around Heat Stress 
Management and the prevention 
of heat illnesses within the working 
environment.

• October to November 2016 – A 
specialist Skin physician conducted 
276 onsite consultations for skin 
cancer assessments. Employees and 
contractors identified as requiring 
additional follow-ups were then 
referred through to their own GP 
services.

• Flu shots were provided from April 
2016 to 85 personnel, including 
employees and contractors.

Downstream
The Curtis Island TAF closed in 
September 2016. Workers housed in 
the TAF decreased to zero until closure. 
The TAF site is now being rehabilitated 
in accordance with an approved 
Decommissioning Plan.  
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4.8 Key Performance 
Indicators 

Safety Performance

TRIFR: 
Consolidated 3.6

Upstream 4.8

Downstream 2

Number of High  
Potential Incidents:
Upstream 2

Downstream 0

Diversity

Number of Australia Pacific  
LNG and contractor workforce 
sourced from the local area: 

Upstream 149 

Downstream 268# 

Number of workers in  
FIFO/DIDO regime: 
Upstream 1,507

Downstream 14 

Number of expatriates 
(457 visas):
Upstream 39  

Downstream 39

Number of women:
Upstream 384

Downstream 55

Number of Indigenous 
employees / contractors 
engaged by the Business:

Upstream 37

Downstream 11

Community Participation

Number of local residents 
participating in skills 
development programs 
offered by Australia 
Pacific LNG:
Upstream

Downstream

67

6

Number of apprenticeships:

Upstream

Downstream

22

0

Number of scholarships  
given by Australia  
Pacific LNG:
Upstream

Downstream

0*

0

# For the Downstream Operator this includes all workers sourced from the Gladstone region.

* Currently 67 participants from the original 157 scholarships granted since 2007
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The 2017 LNG Process Operator Traineeship program 
that provides a career pathway into the LNG industry 
for Gladstone locals proved extremely competitive, with 
over 950 applications received.
The innovative training program enables Gladstone locals with 
no LNG experience to start gaining qualifications to apply for 
LNG Process Operator roles.

Supported by Australia Pacific LNG Downstream Operator 
ConocoPhillips and QGC through a joint funding approach, 
the traineeship is open to all local residents ranging from 
school leavers to those looking for a career change or a 
new opportunity.

The two-year traineeship program involves a combination of 
class-room based learning and on-the-job training with either 
ConocoPhillips or QGC on Curtis Island, while completing a 
Certificate III in Process Plant Operations.

The traineeship provides a world-class training opportunity in 
Gladstone that opens the door to LNG career prospects at 
home and overseas.

Brian Inglis, Training and Competency Lead at ConocoPhillips 
said the intake of 18 trainees from 2016, had completed the 
theory and safety training aspects of the program.

The trainees have spent one month in Perth at the Australian 
Centre for Energy & Process Training (ACEPT) where they 
used their knowledge of hydrocarbon processing to develop 
skills operating a pilot processing plant both from the control 
room and in the field.

The trainees also spent time at Whyte Island (Brisbane) 
undergoing fire team training in a live fire environment prior 

to starting their on-the-job training on shift at their respective 
sites on Curtis Island.

“At the Australia Pacific LNG site the ConocoPhillips trainees 
have completed assignments and competency activities, and 
are now getting involved in Train 1 and Train 2 operational 
learning activities,” Brian said.

“This collaborative program between ConocoPhillips, QGC 
and Central QLD University is the first of its kind on the 
east coast with the focus on providing opportunities for 
local applicants.”

LNG Industry Career Pathway for 
Gladstone Locals

 

L-R Front: Paula Saftig, James Phillips, Simon Berzins, Will Goltz, Shaun Eyres, Warwick King, Karen Bellert. 
L-R Back: Graham Johnston, Rob Gibb, Bart Thompson, Sheryl Heggar, Charlie McWattie, Brian Inglis.

Trainees undergoing fire team training in a live fire 
environment in Brisbane.
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5. Pollution 
Prevention and 
Abatement
Australia Pacific LNG’s Sustainability 
Framework describes the approach to 
sustainable development, and specifically 
refers to principles designed to minimise 
environmental impact and prevent pollution.
In combination with relevant laws and regulations, Australia Pacific LNG sustainability 
principles have guided the development of the sub-plan for prevention and abatement 
of pollution. Mitigation measures are based on the nature of the existing environmental 
conditions, and sensitive environmental and human receptors.
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5.1 Air Emissions

Air emissions associated with 
CSG operations are combustion 
gases (oxides of nitrogen, carbon 
monoxides, carbon dioxides and 
trace hydrocarbons) and minor 
fugitive methane emissions. During 
the construction stage, emissions are 
also generated by the use of diesel 
fuel for electricity generation and land 
and marine transport. Dust is also 
considered in this section.

#Greenhouse gas emissions data is unaudited at the time of publication. Historical data may change from report to report following audit results.
* Downstream Operations Scope 2 emissions are estimated from electricity invoices.

5.1.1 Greenhouse gas 
emissions
The majority of greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions from the CSG gas industry 
occur at the end-use of the gas 
where it is burned as fuel. Australia 
Pacific LNG’s gas processing facilities 
are designed to significantly reduce 
emissions intensity. Consequently, 
only a minor fraction of emissions 
originate from the gas production and 
processing phases. Construction and 
commissioning activities generate GHG 
emissions through the use of diesel for 
land and marine transport, local power 
generators and flaring of gas. These 
emissions are measured as tonnes of 
carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2-eq.) 
released to the atmosphere.

Historically, only direct emissions 
from site (Scope 1 emissions)* have 
been reported because it represented 
the majority of emissions and was 
the type of emissions that attracted 
direct carbon liability which wasn’t 
inherent in the cost of other purchased 
energy. With the commencement of 

commissioning and operations, there 
is a higher amount of offsite emissions 
generated at the power plant (Scope 2 
Emissions)** from increased electricity 
used by our operations. These 
emissions have been incorporated in 
the greenhouse gas emission profile. 

Overall, compared to the previous 
reporting period, there was an increase 
in GHG in this reporting period for 
Upstream and Downstream. This is 
consistent with full LNG production 
for Train 1 and the commissioning 
and initial production by Train 2 in the 
second half of this reporting period. 
(Figure 5.1).  

The GHG emission profile continues to 
increase, reflecting planned production 
to meet the increasing demand for 
gas by Train 1 and Train 2 at the 
Downstream LNG Plant. 

Emissions calculations from the LNG 
plant operations are being established 
using National Greenhouse and 
Energy Reporting Act (2007) compliant 
methodologies, and will continue to be 
reported to the Regulator.

* Scope 1 emissions: For paragraph 10 (1) (a) 
of the Act, scope 1 emission of greenhouse 
gas, in relation to a facility, means the release of 
greenhouse gas into the atmosphere as a direct 
result of an activity or series of activities (including 
ancillary activities) that constitute the facility.

** Scope 2 emissions: For paragraph 10 (1) (aa) 
of the Act, scope 2 emission of greenhouse 
gas, in relation to a facility, means the release of 
greenhouse gas into the atmosphere as a direct 
result of one or more activities that generate 
electricity, heating, cooling or steam that is 
consumed by the facility but that do not form part 
of the facility.

For more details refer to: https://www.comlaw.gov.
au/Details/F2015C00852

Figure 5.1: Australia Pacific LNG Project-Wide GHG Emissions#
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Emissions intensity for the Upstream 
gas production remained at a similar 
level to the last period at six tonnes of 
CO2/TJ of gas produced. However, 
the GHG emission profile continued to 
increase, reflecting planned production 
to meet the increasing demand for 
gas by Train 1 and Train 2 at the 
Downstream LNG Plant. 

The operation and maintenance 
regime of the plants will be continually 
optimised to minimise the possibility 
of any long term deterioration in the 
emissions intensity performance. 
Additional opportunities to reduce 
emissions and introduce improvements 
in energy efficiency will also continue to 
be considered.

 

Following the completion of Train 1, 
the use of diesel fuel at the LNG facility 
decreased substantially due to the 
reduction in construction activities, 
and replacement of diesel fuel power 
generation with gas turbine generators. 
This trend has continued as completion 
of Train 2 has occurred. However, 
emissions generated as a result of the 
liquefaction process increased as Train 
1 steadily produced LNG and as Train 
2 began LNG production later in the 
reporting period.   

CSG fugitive emissions come from 
infrastructure and minor venting of 
methane where it is not practicable 
to flare.

Upstream Downstream 5.1.2 Fugitive Emissions
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Gas seeps are a naturally occurring phenomenon 
around the world. The underlying geology around the 
seeps is naturally fractured and rich in shallow, natural 
gas resources.

Managing the seeps
Australia Pacific LNG, on behalf of industry, is taking 
steps to manage the Condamine River seeps as part of 
its commitment to ongoing monitoring and research.

An independent technical report by Norwest released 
in February 2014 identified several factors that may 
be contributing to the seeps - including the underlying 
geology, natural events such as drought and flood 
cycles, and human activity which includes water bores 
and coal seam gas operations. Refer to Case study on 
page 34 of the Environmental and Social report for the 
period January to June 2014. 

Since then, the focus of ongoing studies has been 
on possible geological mechanisms and pathways 
which may explain the phenomenon, as recommended 
by Norwest.

A detailed seismic survey was undertaken near the main 
seep location in December 2015. Seismic works in a 
similar way to sonar equipment. Receivers are placed 
in lines on the ground to record vibrations that are sent 
down and bounce back, creating a multi-dimensional 
underground image.

It identified several possible geological traps where 
gas may be accumulating and several geological fault 
lines which could provide a natural pathway between 

any accumulated gas and the river. These naturally 
occurring structures would have formed some millions 
of years ago and may prove to be a significant factor in 
contributing to the seeps. 

Informed by this work, three wells and a monitoring bore 
were drilled in mid-2016 near the main seep location 
targeting areas where gas may be present.            

Subsequent testing indicates a connection between 
these recently drilled wells and the seeps - a positive 
step towards intercepting and reducing the amount of 
shallow gas flowing towards the river.

Work is now focusing on the design and installation of 
supporting surface infrastructure, including a single, 
shared flare to handle the small amount of gas from the 
wells. The wells are not expected to produce significant 
amounts of water, so a tank will be installed on site 
that can be emptied and transported for treatment 
as required. The small volume of gas expected to be 
produced from the wells will be flared.  

Updated flow rate information at the main seep location 
(shown below) shows a decline in volume. This will 
continue to be closely monitored while work focuses on 
the design and installation of surface infrastructure and 
the two successful intercept wells are brought 
into operation.

The Condamine River Seeps Update

CSIRO gas flux measurements conducted at the main seep location.
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Ongoing research
Australia Pacific LNG, through the Upstream Operator, 
supports an ongoing industry and government 
commitment to fully understand the occurrence ‐ and 
will continue to invest significantly in a robust, ongoing 
program of research into the seeps.

This involves monitoring bores, seismic studies, seep 
flow and flux measurements, river ecology health 
assessments and continued use of independent research 
and analysis experts.

As part of this work, CSIRO have developed a regular 
measurement regime involving moving floating chambers 
across a grid pattern on the surface of the river to 
measure gas flux. The CSIRO monitoring program will 
continue at regular intervals, providing an accurate 
measurement of flow rates over time.

Measuring seep flow rates
CSIRO conduct regular gas flux measurements at the 
main seep location.

The gas flux is measured by placing floating capture 
apparatus over the seeps in a defined grid pattern and 
measuring the amount of gas collected in a defined 
time period.

The results are presented in the graph below. 
Flux volumes are shown in litres per minute against 
the dates when measurements were taken.

In addition to the CSIRO program, four underwater 
capture hoods have been installed over the most 
vigorous seep locations. Similar in principle to a large 
upturned bucket, the hoods sit on the river bed and 
capture and transfer the gas via poly pipes to a nearby 
data measuring station. This provides real time data on 
any variation in flow rates and also reduces the volume of 
gas bubbling in the river.

A second independent technical review has commenced 
that will provide a thorough and rigorous assessment of 
all research, field data (including that to come from the 
recently drilled wells) and flow measurements since the 
2014 report. This is expected to be completed in 2017.
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5.1.3 Dust 

The Upstream Operator uses a range 
of dust management methods to 
reduce dust emissions, including the 
beneficial use of waste waters and 
CSG water as dust suppressants. 
The waste waters are required to 
meet regulatory water quality criteria 
before being sprayed to land. CSG 
water is required to meet the general 
beneficial use thresholds. A dust 
deposition monitoring program is 
also in place across gas field sites. 
This includes five ambient air quality 
monitoring stations continuously 
recording total dust and particulate 
matter concentrations. There were no 
landholder complaints relating to dust 
within the reporting period.  

 

Dust emissions have been minimised 
through implementation of controls 
outlined in the Project Environmental 
Management Plan. During dry weather, 
dust suppression is conducted by 
trucks spraying rainwater gathered 
in collection ponds (if available) or 
reticulated mains water. However, as 
civil works are mostly complete, with 
areas stabilised and major roadways 
paved, dust nuisance is rarely an issue. 
No dust complaints were received 
during the reporting period.

Airborne noise and vibration have the 
potential to impact the surrounding 
community and environment if not 
properly managed.

Noise and vibration may be generated 
during construction and operation 
of the gas production wells, gas 
pipelines, the LNG plant and associated 
infrastructure. Increased traffic during 
construction is another source of 
noise, but mitigation measures have 
been adopted. 

There was one noise complaint in the 
reporting period, which concerned 
noise from truck movement associated 
with drilling activities. The complaint 
was resolved by limiting truck 
movements on the landholder’s 
property to daylight hours only. 

5.2.1 Noise Monitoring

The Upstream Operator is 
implementing an ongoing gas field-
wide noise monitoring program to 
assess noise impact from operations 
and development activities and 
ensure noise levels are in line with the 
requirements of the relevant noise 
management guidelines and legislation. 

In the reporting period, noise 
monitoring focused specifically on 
quantifying noise emissions from 
hydraulic fracture stimulation activities 
and operational CSG wells. The result 
of noise monitoring will be used for 
planning purposes to ensure impacts 
to neighbours are minimised.

Noise monitoring for the Downstream 
Operator is complaint-based as set out 
in the EA. As part of the EIS process, 
baseline noise levels were determined. 
No noise complaints have been logged 
since the Project began and therefore, 
no noise monitoring completed.

Upstream

Downstream

5.2 Noise and Vibration

Upstream

Downstream
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Drums (Plastic and Steel) - Recycle

Untreated Wood - Recycle

Poly Pipe - Recycle

Comingled Waste - Recycle

Metals & Scrap Metals - Recycle

Contaminated Soil - Landfill

Construction Waste - Landfill

General Comingled Waste - Landfill

Drilling Muds/Cuttings - Landspraying While Drilling

S2 2015

2,195

442

366

301

93

Waste categories in tonnes and disposal methods

Comingled Waste – 69
Poly Pipe – 63

Untreated Wood - 37
Drums (Plastic and Steel) – 15

5.3.1 Unregulated 
Wastes 
 

Total unregulated solid waste recorded 
was 3,581 tonnes during this reporting 
period. Drill muds/cuttings which were 
land sprayed (LWD) and General Waste 
were the highest contributors to this 
waste group. Construction waste, scrap 
metal and wood has increased slightly 
during this period, associated with 
general construction activities. 

5.3 Waste Management

Upstream

Waste management plans have been developed, aimed to 
eliminate, reduce, reuse, recycle, treat and dispose of waste 
appropriately. There was no nonconformance with waste 
management conditions during the reporting period.

Drilling Muds/Cuttings → Landspraying While Drilling

General Comingled Waste → Landfill

Construction Waste → Landfill

Contaminated Soil → Landfill

Metals and Scrap Metals → Recycle

Comingled Waste → Recycle

Poly Pipe → Recycle

Untreated Wood → Recycle 

Drums (Plastic and Steel) → Recycle

Drums (Plastic and Steel) - Recycle

Untreated Wood - Recycle

Poly Pipe - Recycle

Comingled Waste - Recycle

Metals & Scrap Metals - Recycle

Contaminated Soil - Landfill

Construction Waste - Landfill

General Comingled Waste - Landfill

Drilling Muds/Cuttings - Landspraying While Drilling

S2 2015

2,195

442

366

301

93

Waste categories in tonnes and disposal methods

Comingled Waste – 69
Poly Pipe – 63

Untreated Wood - 37
Drums (Plastic and Steel) – 15

Drums (Plastic and Steel) - Recycle

Untreated Wood - Recycle

Poly Pipe - Recycle

Comingled Waste - Recycle

Metals & Scrap Metals - Recycle

Contaminated Soil - Landfill

Construction Waste - Landfill

General Comingled Waste - Landfill

Drilling Muds/Cuttings - Landspraying While Drilling

S2 2015

2,195

442

366

301

93

Waste categories in tonnes and disposal methods

Comingled Waste – 69
Poly Pipe – 63

Untreated Wood - 37
Drums (Plastic and Steel) – 15

Figure 5.2 Upstream Unregulated Wastes and Disposal Methods
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Cardboard - Recyle

Food Waste - Landfill

Paper, Wood and Textiles - Recycle

Construction Waste – Landfill

Metals and Scrap Metals – Recycle

General Domestic Wastes - Landfill

S12016

Waste categories in tonnes and disposal method

73 26

123

246565

462

Cardboard – 6

Cardboard - Recyle

Food Waste - Landfill

Paper, Wood and Textiles - Recycle

Construction Waste – Landfill

Metals and Scrap Metals – Recycle

General Domestic Wastes - Landfill

S12016

Waste categories in tonnes and disposal method

73 26

123

246565

462

Cardboard – 6

Waste management is an important 
component of sustainability on the 
LNG Facility construction site and 
into the transition to Operations. The 
site continues to use the Gladstone 
Area Water Board (GAWB) pipeline for 
wastewater disposal. A second waste 
contractor has been introduced on 
site to handle the waste generated 
by the Operations group, with 
the existing construction waste 
contractor demobilising from the site in 
December 2016. 

While construction waste generally 
decreased, operations waste began 
to increase as Train 2 came under 
Operations control. Refer to Figure 5.3.

Downstream

Figure 5.3 Downstream Unregulated Wastes and Disposal Methods

General Domestic Wastes → Landfill

Metals and Scrap Metals → Recycle

Construction Waste → Landfill

Paper, Wood and Textiles → Recycle

Food Waste → Landfill 

Cardboard → Recycle

Cardboard - Recyle

Food Waste - Landfill

Paper, Wood and Textiles - Recycle

Construction Waste – Landfill

Metals and Scrap Metals – Recycle

General Domestic Wastes - Landfill

S12016

Waste categories in tonnes and disposal method

73 26

123

246565

462

Cardboard – 6
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Upstream
Liquid Regulated Waste
The liquid regulated waste data for this 
reporting period includes drilling muds/
fluids/cuttings disposed off-site where 
the option of LWD was not available 
at the location of field operations. 
Drilling muds/fluids/cuttings continue 
to be the principal regulated liquid 
waste component, contributing 
approximately 89 percent of the total 
regulated liquid waste volume. The 
increase in volumes of drilling fluids 
disposed in this reporting period 
reflects the increased drilling activity 
and decrease in LWD. 

The other large contributor to the liquid 
waste category was oil/hydrocarbon 
and water mixtures including 
washdown water (nine percent). 
The volume of oil/hydrocarbon and 
water mixtures reported during this 
period remained consistent with 
previous periods. 

Coolant volumes were noted with 
a large increase from last reporting 
period; this is due to maintenance 
shut downs which has increased 
the amount of coolant across all 
major facilities.  

Solid Regulated Waste
Cement returns were the largest 
contributor to the solid regulated waste 
category at 1,195 tonnes. This value is 
an increase from 368 tonnes from the 
previous reporting period. This is due 
to increased drilling activity.

A breakdown of regulated wastes for 
the Upstream Operator can be seen in 
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5.

5.3.2 Waste Water 
 

Waste water includes untreated and 
treated sewage which is classified as 
unsuitable for irrigation. This waste 
water is sent for offsite processing 
and reuse. The volume of untreated 
septic waste and grey water disposed 
during the reporting period was 
4,394 Kl, which is approximately 
13 percent higher than the last 
reporting period. The higher volumes 
are due to an increase in gas field 
development activity. 

There has been a significant reduction 
of potable water reject disposed off-
site during this period. This is due to 
the decommissioning of temporary 
potable water supply systems now 
that potable water is supplied by the 
Water Treatment Facility (WTF) at major 
Australia Pacific LNG sites (Condabri, 
Talinga, Reedy Creek). Reject from 
these treatment plants are stored in 
licensed on-site facilities. 

Similarly, drill well completion fluid 
volume is recorded as null, as 
this waste type is not hauled as a 
regulated waste and is recycled on-
site at Australia Pacific LNG’s water 
treatment facilities.

 
 

Upstream Downstream
The site continues to use the GAWB 
pipeline to supply water and dispose 
of sewage from Curtis Island. The 
Downstream Operator reported 42,498 
Kl of septic and liquid trade waste for 
the period. A significant decrease in 
wastewater disposal from the site can 
be attributed to the closure of the TAF 
in September 2016.  

5.3.3 Regulated 
Wastes (Hazardous 
Materials)
Waste disposal of hazardous materials 
is highly regulated and governed by the 
Environmental Protection Regulation 
2008 (Queensland). Details, including 
waste type, quantity, waste transporter 
and disposal location, are recorded and 
provided to the administering authority.
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Empty Chemical & Waste Drums - 0.74
Coalescer Filter - 0.39

Separator Solids - 0.23
Tyres - 0.15 Printer Cartridges  - 0.15

Paint Related Waste - 0.03
Aerosol Cans - 0.02
Fluoro Lamps - 0.01

Waste categories in tonnes and disposal method

Fluro Lamps - Recycle

Aerosol Cans - Recycle

Paint Related Waste - Landfill

Printer Cartridges - Recycle

Tyres - Recycle

Separator Solids - Recycle

Coalescer Filter - Landfill

Empty Chemical & Waste Drums - Recycle

Batteries (Lead Acid) - Recycle

Treated Wood - Landfill

Oily Rags/Oily Filters - Landfill

Cement Returns/Unset - Landfill

1,196

9

7

5

Waste Categories (in kilolitres) and disposal method

5.4 Upstream Operator Regulated Liquid Wastes Volume
and Disposal Methods

Cooking Oil – 3
Residual Chemicals – 5

Pond Sludge – 0.5

Pond Sludge

Cooking Oil - Recycle

Residual Chemicals - Recycle

Grease Trap - Recycle

Oil (Dry) - Recycle

Coolants - Recycle

Waste Oils - Recycle

Potable Water Reject - Offsite Disposal

Oil/Hydrocarbons Mixture - Recycle

Septic Waste Untreated - Recycle

Drilling Muds - Recycle
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Waste Categories (in kilolitres) and disposal method
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5.4 Upstream Operator Regulated Liquid Wastes Volume
and Disposal Methods

Cooking Oil – 3
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Pond Sludge – 0.5

Pond Sludge

Cooking Oil - Recycle

Residual Chemicals - Recycle

Grease Trap - Recycle

Oil (Dry) - Recycle

Coolants - Recycle

Waste Oils - Recycle

Potable Water Reject - Offsite Disposal

Oil/Hydrocarbons Mixture - Recycle

Septic Waste Untreated - Recycle

Drilling Muds - Recycle

17,037

4,394

1,728

333

101

88

83

97

Figure 5.4 Upstream Regulated Liquid Wastes 
Volume and Disposal Methods

Figure 5.5 Upstream Regulated Solid Wastes 
Tonnage and Disposal Methods

Drilling Muds → Recycle

Septic Waste Untreated → Recycle

Oil/Hydrocarbons Mixture → Recycle

Potable Water Reject → Offsite Disposal

Waste Oils → Recycle

Coolants → Recycle

Oil (Dry) → Recycle

Grease Trap → Recycle

Residual Chemicals → Recycle

Cooking Oil→ Recycle

Pond Sludge

Cement Returns/Unset → Landfill

Oily Rags/Oily Filters → Landfill

Treated Wood → Landfill

Batteries (Lead Acid) → Recycle

Empty Chemical and Waste Drums → Recycle

Coalescer Filter → Landfill

Separator Solids → Recycle

Tyres → Recycle

Printer Cartridges → Recycle

Paint Related Waste → Landfill

Aerosol Cans → Recycle

Fluro Lamps → Recycle
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Empty Chemical & Waste Drums - 0.74
Coalescer Filter - 0.39

Separator Solids - 0.23
Tyres - 0.15 Printer Cartridges  - 0.15

Paint Related Waste - 0.03
Aerosol Cans - 0.02
Fluoro Lamps - 0.01

Waste categories in tonnes and disposal method

Fluro Lamps - Recycle

Aerosol Cans - Recycle

Paint Related Waste - Landfill

Printer Cartridges - Recycle

Tyres - Recycle

Separator Solids - Recycle

Coalescer Filter - Landfill

Empty Chemical & Waste Drums - Recycle

Batteries (Lead Acid) - Recycle

Treated Wood - Landfill

Oily Rags/Oily Filters - Landfill

Cement Returns/Unset - Landfill

1,196

9

7

5
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Waste Oils - Recycle

Oily Water - Recycle

Septic Waste COD>1,200 mg/L - recycle

Grey/Black water - GAWB Pipeline

Waste categories in kilolitres and disposal methods

41,891

41,891608296

190

Waste Oils - Recycle

Oily Water - Recycle

Septic Waste COD>1,200 mg/L - recycle

Grey/Black water - GAWB Pipeline

Waste categories in kilolitres and disposal methods

41,891

41,891608296

190

Downstream
All regulated wastes, except for 
sewage disposed of via the sewerage 
system, are stored and monitored 
on-site at Curtis Island, until they 
can be disposed of by the waste 
management contractor. Sewage 
and liquid trade waste constitutes 
the largest component of regulated 
liquid waste from the Curtis Island 
site. It is transported to Gladstone 
via the GAWB pipeline and treated 
at a licensed facility prior to re-
use as water supply to a nearby 
alumina refinery.

Oily water and waste oil continue to 
be major regulated waste streams 
originating from Downstream 
construction activities (refer to 
Figure 5.6). Waste oil is a major 
regulated waste stream for 
Downstream operations. 

These waste streams are all 
managed by a licensed waste 
contractor and then transferred off-
site to certified waste management 
facilities. Minor quantities of solid 
wastes such as batteries, tyres and 
oily rags are also generated and 
disposed of appropriately.

Waste categories in kilolitres and 
disposal methods:

Figure 5.6 Downstream Regulated Liquid 
Wastes and Disposal Methods

Grey/Black water → GAWB Pipeline

Septic Waste COD>1,200 mg/L → Recycle

Oily Water → Recycle

Waste Oils → Recycle
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Environmental Incidents 
Summary

Our most common environmental 
reportable incident is an uncontrolled 
release to the environment, including 
hydrocarbon spills and CSG water 
releases. Hydrocarbon spills are 
typically very small in nature and 
sediment releases are usually the 
result of significant rainfall that 
exceeds the design criteria for erosion 
control devices.

There were 11 reportable environmental 
incidents in the period, involving the 
following categories: 

• Hydrocarbon spills 

• Water quality exceedances

The level of risk associated with each 
incident was rated using a matrix that 
included safety, health, environmental, 
regulatory, and legal and public 
considerations. Eight incidents were 
classified as Severity 1 or minor, the 
lowest category (causing minor local 
impacts and no lasting effects). Three 
incidents were classified as Severity 2 or 
moderate (short term impacts to habitat, 
species or ecosystems). 

All incidents were recorded and 
investigated to determine and 
communicate causes and potential 
prevention measures and solutions.

5.4 Environmental Incidents, 
Notifications and Investigations

Figure 5.7 Environmental Incidents by Type
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Figure 5.8 Environmental Incidents by Project Component
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There were nine reportable incidents 
recorded by the Upstream Operator. Six 
incidents had a consequence ranked 
as severity 1 (minor). Three incidents 
had a risk consequence of severity 
2 (moderate). 

Reported incidents include six spill 
events, one emission exceedance, one 
potential loss of well integrity and one 
non-compliance with an environmental 
management plan. The list of reportable 
spill incidents is described in Table 5.1.

Upstream

Table 5.1 Upstream Operator Reportable Spills Inventory 

Reportable Spills Inventory 

Incident  Contaminant (substance) State (solid, 
liquid or gas)

Quantity  
(Kg, Litres or m3)

Receiving environment 
(land, water or air)

1 Produced water Liquid 135,000 L
Land and nearby dry 
watercourse  

2 Oil Liquid 400 L Land  

3 Oily produced water Liquid 20,000 L Land and nearby watercourse  

4 Produced water Liquid 300 L Dry waterway

5 Produced water Liquid 50 L Land

6 Oil Liquid
unknown 
(small amount) 

Waters (groundwater 
monitoring bore) 

Table 5.2 Downstream Operator Reportable Spills Inventory 

Reportable Spills Inventory 

Incident  Contaminant (substance) State (solid, 
liquid or gas)

Quantity  
(Kg, Litres or m3)

Receiving environment 
(land, water or air)

1 Storm water Liquid Unknown Water (Gladstone Harbour)

2 Coolant Liquid 163 L
Water (Dirty Water Drain) – 
captured prior to discharge 
from site

Downstream
There were two reported environmental 
incidents recorded by the Downstream 
Operator. One involved storm water 
overflowing spillways following heavy 
rain events. The second involved 
coolant and water being drained to an 
area bund and discharged to the dirty 
water drain. 

All incidents were recorded, notified to 
regulators and investigated. All incidents 
were actual risk consequence Severity 
1 (minor).

Fire ant inspections have ceased 
following a final fire ant inspection by 
The Department of Agriculture and 

Fisheries (DAF) during the previous 
reporting period and closure of the 
Fire Ant Management Plan by DAF on 
August 4 2016.
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Impacts on Fauna
In addition to the reportable 
environmental incidents, Australia 
Pacific LNG maintains a register of 
instances of fauna injury and deaths 
associated with Business activities 
or occurring within Australia Pacific 
LNG’s sites.

The Upstream Operator recorded 
26 fauna deaths or injuries involving 
species in accordance with the 
relevant, approved Species 
Management Plan. Species reported 
included three Short-beaked echidnas, 
22 Grey snakes, and a Golden-
tailed gecko. 

At Curtis Island, one recordable fauna 
death occurred; an Australian Wood 
Duck duckling was recorded as 
deceased in the TAF pool. 

 
Spill Exercises are based on scenarios 
found in Site Emergency Response 
Plans and have been devised to 
mitigate the outcomes of Major 
Accident Events. Exercises were 
developed around loss of containment 
from Gas or Water Plant processes and 
included: loss of hydrocarbons, loss of 
produced water and loss of anhydrous 
ammonia and chlorine. The Operations 
exercise target for the reporting period 
was 19, however sites exceeded this 
target by completing 22. 

During the period, site Emergency 
Response Teams participated in 65 
skills training sessions, 39 sessions 

5.6 Key Performance 
Indicators

Upstream

Downstream

Number of reportable 
environmental incidents

9

Number of reportable water 
quality exceedances

0

Number of reportable  
spills to land 5

Number of reportable  
spills to water 1

Number of reportable fauna 
deaths / injury 26

Incidents of non-compliance 
waste conditions

0

Incidences of non-compliance 
with noise limits

1

Number of reportable 
environmental incidents

2

Number of reportable water 
quality exceedances

1

Number of reportable spills 
to land 0

Number of reportable spills 
to water 2

Number of reportable fauna 
deaths /injury 1

Incidents of non-compliance 
waste conditions

0

Incidences of non-compliance 
with noise limits

0

5.5 Spill Prevention 
and Response

Upstream

Downstream

directly related to spill response 
management and were designed 
to increase individual and collective 
handling skills and knowledge of 
chemicals, spill response materials, and 
equipment. Sessions included:   

• Use of Breathing Apparatus: 16

• Use of Chemical Suits/Splash 
suits: 6 

• Use of the HAZMAT Trailer: 6

• Deploy and utilise the 
Decontamination Kit: 3

• Water Treatment Facility and Site 
Chemical familiarisation: 8

Drilling and Completions Rig personnel 
completed 30 hazardous material 
drills during the reporting period 
including response to diesel and drilling 
mud spills. 

Spill prevention and response on-site 
was shared between the Principal 
Contractor’s Emergency and Spill 
Prevention and Response Plans and 
the corresponding ConocoPhillips’ 
plans during the reporting period. 
These plans have been approved by 
Regulators, and response techniques 
have been included in the emergency 
management plans of subcontractors. 
These plans lay out specific procedures 
for addressing spills to land and spills 
to water, depending on the size and 
nature of the spillage.

During the reporting period construction 
ceased and ConocoPhillips took 
control of the LNG Facility site. As of 15 
December 2016, spill prevention and 
response moved to the ConocoPhillips 
plans and procedures in full. 
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Australia Pacific LNG and Capricorn Helicopter Rescue 
Service (CHRS) launched a new long-term sponsorship that 
will benefit Central Queensland by increasing helicopter 
rescue capacity and capability.

Australia Pacific LNG’s sponsorship will boost the 
capacity and capability to provide rapid deployment of 
medical or rescue teams to major accidents or search 
and rescue operations in the region.

Australia East President, Warwick King, said the 
investment provides benefits for the Gladstone and 
Central Queensland community and industry, including 
the LNG industry on Curtis Island.

“Australia Pacific LNG’s sponsorship will help CHRS 
to do what it does best – save lives and respond to 
emergencies in Central Queensland,” Mr King said.

“In addition, CHRS pilots and crew will receive further 
specialised training,” he said. 

The Australia Pacific LNG sponsorship was launched at 
a Rescue Chopper Community Day held in Gladstone 
in October 2016. The community were treated to 
free entertainment, a sausage sizzle manned by 
ConocoPhillips staff, and the opportunity to have their 
photo taken with the chopper and crew.

CHRS is a community based, non-profit public company 
that operates a dedicated aeromedical and search and 
rescue service in the Central Queensland Region, with 
service operation 24 hours a day 365 days a year. All 
services are provided free of charge, operating through 
the “000” emergency services network.

New Sponsorship Enhances Rescue 
Capability in Central Queensland

James Williams and his sons Seth and Timothy.



As part of Australia Pacific LNG’s approval process by 
the State and Federal Government, biodiversity impacts 
were identified and assessed, and measures to avoid, 
minimise and mitigate were determined.

6. Biodiversity 
Conservation

Biodiversity conservation involves analysis of potential impacts to biodiversity. Where 
potential impacts are identified, avoidance, minimisation, and mitigation measures are 
determined to reduce risks to acceptable levels. Any significant residual impact is then offset. 
These offset measures include the protection of high biodiversity values across diverse 
terrestrial, aquatic, coastal and marine ecosystems. 
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6.1 Ecological Management

Upstream
Prior to conducting activities involving 
significant land disturbance, an 
assessment of the condition, type and 
ecological value of vegetation in the 
area is undertaken. This is referred to 
as the field ecological assessment. 
Following this, a pre-construction field 
environmental scout is undertaken.

A field environmental scout 
also confirms the suitability of 
infrastructure layout in accordance 
with the Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) Act 
1999 and other applicable regulatory 
requirements, as well as relevant 
plans for threatened and endangered 
species. These requirements are 
specified in the Australia Pacific LNG 
Environmental Constraints Planning and 
Field Development Protocol.

During the reporting period, 22 Grey 
snakes, two Short-beaked echidnas 
and 13 Golden-tailed geckos were 
successfully relocated.

There were no reportable incidents 
regarding ecological management in 
the reporting period.

 

No additional vegetation clearing works 
were conducted during the period. 

During the reporting period, a Rainbow 
lorikeet was transferred to the vet for 
care. A masked lapwing nest and egg 
were identified on site and cordoned off 
to prevent harm. 

Migratory shorebird monitoring was 
conducted in early December 2016. 
During the survey no disturbances 
to roosting or foraging behaviour 
associated with construction or 
operation activities were observed. 

Quarterly mangrove monitoring 
continued in accordance with 
the Receiving Environment 
Monitoring Program.

No Water mouse surveys were 
conducted during the reporting 
period. The next survey for Water 
mouse is planned for 2018, in 
accordance with the Commonwealth 
Department of the Environment and 
Energy (DEE) approved Water Mouse 
Management Plan. 

Downstream
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The Quoin Island Turtle Rehabilitation Centre near 
Gladstone achieved a huge milestone in October with 
the successful release of the centre’s 100th rehabilitated 
turtle back into the ocean.
To the delight of centre staff and volunteers Roxanne, a 
10 year old green sea turtle, made a slow but deliberate 
dash across the sand to reach the water’s edge before 
swimming off into Gladstone Harbour.

The Quoin Island Turtle Rehabilitation Centre was 
established in March 2012 with support from Australia 
Pacific LNG.

Centre founder and manager Bob McCosker said 
the support from funding partners Australia Pacific 
LNG, ConocoPhillips, Gladstone Ports Corporation 
and others had helped make Quoin Island Turtle 
Rehabilitation Centre what it is today.

“It’s a milestone that at the start we never thought that 
we would get to and four and a half years down the 
track that’s a hundred healthy little animals back out 
there,” Bob said.

Turtles cared for at the centre have been rescued from 
as far south as Bundaberg and as far north as Yepoon. 

Many of the turtles brought to the centre are injured or 
sick and often in very poor condition.

The centre enlists volunteers to help care for the 
turtles, and also provides opportunities for professional 
development for marine biology and zoology 
university students and graduates who learn about 
rehabilitation techniques.

The turtles’ main food is squid, the cost of which has 
doubled in the last four years. In addition the centre has 
to pay for medication, cleaning supplies, power and 
water, as well as transportation costs for volunteers and 
animals, and surgical procedures and vet bills.

The continued support from Australia Pacific LNG 
and other supporters plays a key role in the centre‘s 
management of ongoing operational costs.

The centre has cared for almost 200 turtles in the last 
four and a half years, and is licensed to rehabilitate up 
to 10 turtles at any one time.

Roxanne – Turtle Release #100

 

Roxanne the turtle with; first row (L-R) Fiona McLeod, Eddie Gleizes, Karen Douillet, Jessie Hildebrand, Di Prider; 
second row (L-R) Sam Templar, Rob Gibb, Bob McCosker.
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6.2 Quarantine

Biosecurity packages 
have been developed and are 
supported by ongoing education 
and training, including an e-learning 
module and improved weed 
identification guides.

There were no quarantine 
incidents reported.

The Principal Contractor has 
completed field procurement activity 
at the LNG facility. In excess of 5,100 
international shipments have been 
imported into Australia. The risk of 
importing quarantine risk material 
(QRM) has been eliminated for 
construction activity.

Upstream

Downstream

6.3 Weed, Plant Pathogen 
and Pest Management

Upstream Downstream

The Upstream and Downstream 
Operators have developed Biosecurity 
Management Plans, which include 
weed hygiene procedures. These 
plans outline controls to reduce 
the introduction and spread of 
pest species including weeds. 
Australia Pacific LNG’s biosecurity 
requirements have been incorporated 
into contractor management plans to 
ensure the plans are implemented.

The Biosecurity Management 
Plans have been updated to 
incorporate changes under the new 
Queensland Biosecurity Act 2014 and 
Commonwealth Biosecurity Act 2015. 
The changes are being communicated 
as part of an ongoing biosecurity 
education program, which includes 
the roll out of the new Australia 
Pacific LNG weed identification guide, 
biosecurity toolbox talks and training. 

There were two weed management 
related complaints during the reporting 
period. One complaint concerned the 
presence of a weed on a landholder’s 
property, while the other complaint 
related to machinery that was not 
properly cleaned down in accordance 
with the Australia Pacific LNG weed 
hygiene procedure. Both complaints 
were successfully resolved by removal 
of the weed and removal of the 
machinery from the site.

The Principal Contractor undertook 
a weed survey of the Australia 
Pacific LNG site on Curtis Island in 
September 2016. Four declared pest 
species were recorded on Curtis 
Island during this survey:

• parthenium weed

• rubber vine  

• lantana

• common prickly pear (first observed 
occurrence).

The weeds are being managed via a 
combination of chemical treatment 
and removal by hand.
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6.4 Reinstatement

Reinstatement is the restoration 
and stabilisation of land following 
disturbance activities associated with 
the operational phase of the Project. 
Reinstatement is a precursor to 
rehabilitation. The reinstatement task is 
part of the construction process.

The Upstream Operator reinstated 564 
ha of disturbed areas in this reporting 
period including well leases, pipeline 
corridors and access tracks. Other 
reinstated areas included camps 
and laydowns, bringing the total of 
reinstatement completed to over 
7,175 ha, representing approximately 
69 percent of all areas disturbed. 
Figure 6.1 shows the progress of 
reinstatement in relation to the total 
disturbed areas.

Reinstatement of the TAF site 
commenced in October 2016, following 
closure in September 2016. Works are 
expected to be completed in the first 
half of 2017.

Figure 6.1 Disturbance and Re-Instatement Progress

(*) Includes 193 ha reinstated at Curtis Island by the Downstream Operator
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6.5 Offset Strategy

Australia Pacific LNG adopts a 
strategic approach to offsets, which 
provides environmental benefits with 
improved biodiversity outcomes and 
increased confidence of conservation 
outcomes. This strategic approach to 
offsetting has been adopted in line with 
government recommendations.

At least three strategic offset sites 
have been acquired to compensate for 
Business impacts on:   

• Brigalow and semi-evergreen vine 
thicket and fauna habitat 

• Cycas megacarpa (cycads)

• World Heritage Area, shorebirds, 
water mouse and fisheries.  

Additional small offsets are expected 
to be required for significant 
impacts on Brigalow and semi-
evergreen vine thicket threatened 
ecological communities.

6.5.1 Offset Progress
Australia Pacific LNG recognises the 
development of its LNG Facility on 
Curtis Island, along with supporting 
infrastructure and services, increases 
the requirements for maintaining 
terrestrial and marine biodiversity.

Under the EPBC Act 1999, offsets 
compensate for the impacts 
associated with development. 
Offsets include protection of at-risk 
environmental assets, restoration 
or extension of habitat for species 
threatened by development, or 
improvement of the values of a place 
with a high degree of heritage value.

Environmental offsets comprise 
land-based sites (direct offsets) and 
contributions to other activities such 
as removing threatening processes 
and research (indirect offsets). Australia 
Pacific LNG’s offsets have secured 
strategic environmental areas with the 
following priorities: Great Barrier Reef 
World Heritage values, threatened 
ecological communities, endangered 
and of concern remnant and high value 
regrowth vegetation, marine habitat, 
wetlands, watercourses, threatened 
flora and habitat for threatened fauna. 

Australia Pacific LNG supports 
terrestrial and marine biodiversity 
research through the Gas Industry 

Social and Environmental Research 
Alliance (GISERA). GISERA projects 
with biodiversity impacts include:

• Priority threat identification, 
management and appraisal

• Fire ecology of grassy woodlands

• Habitat selection by two focal 
species

• Ensuring biodiversity offset success 
(optimising seed sourcing for 
one plant)

• An integrated study of the Gladstone 
marine system (marine environment).

The first four studies in the list above 
relate to terrestrial biodiversity, and 
the reports for these projects have 
been completed.

Australia Pacific LNG is on track to 
provide a substantial portfolio of direct 
and indirect offsets to compensate for 
unavoidable impacts on environmental 
values. These offsets represent a 
long-term commitment, and will involve 
many years of on-ground management 
and monitoring as suitable sites 
are secured.
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Direct Offsets
Three key direct offsets are Dukes 
Plain, Inverness and Colamba. The 
Dukes Plain property is located south 
of Theodore in central Queensland 
and will provide offsets for threatened 
ecological communities, endangered 
and of concern vegetation and 
associated threatened fauna habitat. 
The Inverness property is located on 
the ranges west of Gladstone and is 
where translocation and planting of 
threatened flora species removed or 
impacted from the pipeline corridor 
is taking place. The Colamba 
property, located north-east of Miles 
will compensate for Project impacts 
on Brigalow, fauna habitat and 
wetland values not yet acquitted by 
existing offsets. 

The revised Dukes Plain Offset and 
Rehabilitation Management Plan 
(Dukes Plain ORAMP, Revision 2), 
details conservation outcomes and 
management objectives for Brigalow 
and semi-evergreen vine thicket 
threatened ecological communities 
and threatened fauna habitat. In 
September 2016 it was submitted to 
the Australian Government Department 
of Environment and Energy (DoEE) 
and the Queensland Office of the 
Coordinator General (OCG) and 
Department of Environment and 
Heritage Protection (EHP). Activities 
implemented this reporting period 
include trials to optimise the growth of 
Brigalow, ecological monitoring and 
establishment/maintenance of fire 
breaks. The first annual report against 
the Dukes Plain ORAMP was prepared 
and provided to DoEE, OCG and EHP 
this reporting period.

The Inverness offset compensates for 
disturbance to threatened flora species 
Cycas megacarpa (Cycads) and 
Acacia pedleyi. To date, 570 cycads 

have been planted in the Inverness 
offset area. 2,076 propagated 
cycad seedlings are being stored, 
maintained and monitored at a 
nursery in Townsville prior to planting 
at Inverness.

The total number of cycads to be 
propagated and planted will take 
into account a 30 percent mortality 
rate over the life of the program, to 
ensure a minimum of 1,800 cycads are 
successfully established at the offset 
area in accordance with the Project’s 
approval conditions.

Specific management and monitoring 
activities have continued this reporting 
period for the cycads, to assess 
the condition and the success of 
the translocation and propagation 
planting program. In addition, an 
in-situ cycad population is also being 
monitored to assess any temporal 
variation between the reference and 
translocated populations. 

Another threatened flora species, 
Acacia pedleyi, is also being 
propagated and planted at the 
Inverness offset area. The first stage of 
planting occurred last reporting period, 
with a total of 4,880 propagated Acacia 
pedleyi planted. A direct seeding trial 
has also been established on the 
site, with 600 seeds distributed in the 
trial area. Project approval conditions 
require a minimum of 8,050 Acacia 
pedleyi individuals be successfully 
established. This reporting period 
maintenance of the plants and 
firebreaks was carried out, as well as 
weed control.

The revised Colamba Offset Area 
Management Plan (Colamba OAMP, 
Revision 2) details conservation 
outcomes and management objectives 
for Brigalow threatened ecological 
communities, threatened fauna 
habitat and wetland values. It was 

submitted to DoEE, OCG and EHP in 
this reporting period and necessary 
approval and endorsement was 
obtained in December 2016. Also 
in this reporting period ecological 
monitoring was undertaken, 
discussions were initiated regarding 
Cultural Heritage approval of the refined 
offset area fencing and firebreaks, 
and the first annual report against the 
Colamba OAMP was prepared and 
provided to DoEE, OCG and EHP.

In the last reporting period, the 
Upstream Operator signed an 
agreement with Santos GLNG 
to collaborate on direct offset 
requirements for the threatened flora 
species Cadellia pentasylis (Ooline). 
Santos GLNG planted 10 Ooline 
on behalf of Australia Pacific LNG, 
acquitting Australia Pacific LNG’s 
clearing permit offset requirements for 
this species. Under the agreement, 
which EHP supports, Santos GLNG 
is responsible for legally securing the 
offset and implementing its long term 
management and monitoring.

Indirect Offsets
Australia Pacific LNG’s last round of 
support for the conservation of the 
Fitzroy River turtle occurred in late 
2015, concluding this program.

Similarly, the construction of the 
fishway at the Condamine Town Weir 
(as per the Deed of Agreement signed 
in 2012 between Australia Pacific 
LNG and Fisheries Queensland) was 
completed in late 2015. Last reporting 
period Queensland Murray-Darling 
Committee (QMDC) undertook 
monitoring determining improvement 
in fish passage and this facilitated 
Fisheries Queensland to sign off that 
the obligation has been met.

Upstream
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Downstream
The Curtis Island Monte Christo offsets 
property purchase, jointly made with two 
other LNG Proponents, was developed 
to remove threatening processes and 
protect land containing Great Barrier 
Reef World Heritage values, remnant 
vegetation and significant marine 
habitat. The property was secured 
with an official announcement made in 
August 2014.

This offset property purchase was used 
as a case study in a World Wide Fund 
for Nature Australia publication, Building 
Nature’s Safety Net 2014: A decade 
of protected area achievements in 
Australia, where the benefit of the offset 
in protecting the critically endangered 
Capricorn yellow chat was recognised. 
This is one of several species with 
improved protection arising from the 
offset even though it is not directly 
impacted by the Business.

Work has continued to enable the 
transfer and management of the 
freehold allotments by the Queensland 
Government within the Queensland 
Conservation Estate.

The Long Term Marine Turtle 
Management Plan was approved 
by the Australian Department of the 
Environment in July 2014. This plan 
builds on existing programs funded by 
Australia Pacific LNG including GISERA 
and the Western Basin Dredging 
Environmental Review and Monitoring 
Program. Australia Pacific LNG and the 
other Proponents have continued to 
implement the plan with a program of 
studies including sky glow assessments 
and turtle tracking commencing in this 
reporting period. 

6.6 Key Performance 
Indicators

Hectares of net disturbance*

 Upstream 10,378 ha

 Downstream 193 ha

Disturbance of remnant 
vegetation 
Upstream 16 ha

Downstream 0

Disturbance of high value 
regrowth in hectares
Upstream 10 ha

Downstream 0

Hectares of successfully 
completed reinstatement*

Upstream 7,175 ha 

Downstream 0

Areas of offset established 
and protected*
Upstream 1#

Downstream 0

Number of complaints 
received related to weed 
management
Upstream 2

Downstream 0

*These KPI values represent total value from 
Business inception. All other KPIs in this 
subsection refer to the reporting period only.

#Inverness, as detailed in section 6.5.1.
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7. Sustainable Resource 
Management
Australia Pacific LNG strives to ensure resources are 
used, developed, and protected in a way and at a 
rate that allows people and communities, present 
and future, to maintain their social, economic, and 
cultural wellbeing.
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Australia Pacific LNG aims to avoid 
or reduce loss of access to Good 
Quality Agricultural Land (GQAL) by 
locating surface infrastructure away 
from such land where practicable. 
During this reporting period, 509 ha 
of land disturbed was classed as 
GQAL, representing 83 percent of the 
total area disturbed in the period. The 
development area in this reporting 
period consisted mainly of area classed 
as GQAL. Infrastructure has been 
placed and designed to reduce impact 
on agricultural activity.  

 

Water is extracted from the target coal 
formations to allow the production of 
coal seam gas. Low permeability rock 
strata that overlay and underlay the 
CSG formations, known as aquitards, 
protect the adjacent aquifers used 
by others from the effects of the 
resultant coal depressurisation. The 
Upstream Operator has implemented its 
groundwater monitoring plan to detect 
pressure changes in these aquifers.

7.2.1 CSG Water 
Production
The vast majority of CSG water 
production during the reporting period 
was generated from the Australia 
Pacific LNG CSG fields of Talinga 
and Orana, Spring Gully, Condabri, 
and Combabula and Reedy Creek. 
Minor volumes of CSG water were 
also produced from the Peat field and 
appraisal wells developed as part of 
the exploration program.

The total volume of CSG water 
production for the reporting period was 

12,135 Ml which is 510 Ml more than 
the previous period.  

CSG water is temporarily stored in 
ponds, prior to desalination treatment 
and supply for beneficial use including 
irrigation, aquifer injection, project, 
construction uses and potable water 
for camps. Any treated water unable to 
be beneficially used is released under 
licence to natural streams.

7.2.2 Supply of 
Treated CSG Water  
for Beneficial Use
The operation of the Fairymeadow 
Road Irrigation Pipeline (FRIP) 
has meant that no releases to the 
Condamine River have occurred during 
the reporting period.

The volume of treated CSG water 
supplied for beneficial use was 10,433 
Ml, which is 922 Ml more than the 
previous reporting period and 86 
percent of the total volume of produced 
CSG water (Figure 7.1).

7.1 Agricultural 
Land 

7.2 Water 
Management

Figure 7.1 CSG Water Produced and Supplied for Beneficial Use
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A network of deep groundwater 
monitoring bores has been established 
to provide a regional groundwater 
monitoring system. The network 
includes over 141 monitoring bores 
purpose-built to provide data to 
the Office of Groundwater Impact 
Assessment (OGIA). These dedicated 
monitoring bores are augmented 
by existing government bores and 
landholder production bores to provide 
extensive monitoring coverage. 
At the end of the reporting period, 
28 Queensland Government and 
landholder bores had been equipped 
with automatic groundwater level data 
logger instrumentation.

Of the planned network including all 
monitoring facilities required under 
State and Federal approvals, only one 
bore remains to be converted from an 
exploration well to a monitoring bore. 

In addition to these monitoring bores, 
there is a network of shallow sentinel 
monitoring bores designed to ensure 
the integrity of produced water and 
brine storage ponds.

The latest results of groundwater 
monitoring undertaken by Australia 
Pacific LNG are reported and made 
publically available in the 2015-2016 
Groundwater Assessment, which is 
available on the Compliance page at 
www.aplng.com.au.

Groundwater monitoring was 
undertaken at the Curtis Island site 
from 2010 to 2014. The purpose of 
the study was to collate and analyse 
the groundwater monitoring data taken 
prior to and during construction at the 
site, to identify trends, and to review 
geotechnical data. This information 
was used to develop a hydrogeological 
conceptual model of the site and any 
ongoing monitoring recommendations. 
This included the collation and analysis 
of historic groundwater data for the 38 
monitoring bores installed across the 
site prior to and during construction.

The Groundwater Monitoring Summary 
and Conceptualisation Report was 
finalised in 2014. Based on the 
conceptual model and review of the 
location of monitoring bores, a number 
of opportunities were presented for 
consideration for any future installation 
of groundwater bores and the 
undertaking of a monitoring program 
during operations.

Since the completion of the 
Groundwater Monitoring Summary 
and Conceptualisation Report, further 
groundwater monitoring will only be 
undertaken in response to any issues 
that may arise.  

7.2.3 Groundwater 
Monitoring System 

DownstreamUpstream
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7.2.4 Make Good 
Agreements 
The Surat Underground Water 
Impact Report (UWIR 2012) initially 
identified 40 bores for ‘make good’ 
agreements, with Australia Pacific 
LNG as the responsible tenure holder, 
involving 24 landholders. Throughout 
the course of ongoing operations and 
assessments, various bores have been 
added or removed from the make good 
assessment list with refinements to the 
understanding of geological and bore 
details, or changes to the responsible 
tenure holder and immediately 
impacted area. 

The first major (nominally tri-annual) 
iteration of the Surat Underground 
Water Impact Report (UWIR 2016) 
came into effect in September 
2016, resulting in a new immediately 
impacted area aligning with 
upcoming development to 2019, 
and consequently a significantly 
revised listing of bores requiring make 
good assessment.  

Including both UWIRs, make good 
agreements are in place for 35 of a total 
of 37 bores.

In addition to bores identified in the 
current UWIR, the Upstream Operator 
identifies bores which are likely to 
require make good activity in future 
UWIRs and enters into proactive 
agreements with landholders. These 
agreements are similar to make good 
agreements and provide greater 
certainty for both landholders and the 
Upstream Operator. Currently (including 
the make good bores addressed 
previously), 158 bores are confirmed 
or under assessment for make good 
among 62 landholders. Agreements 
have been executed with 37 of these 
landholders for 109 bores. During the 
period there were four agreements 
executed for 51 bores.

There is ongoing communication 
with the regulatory authorities and 
negotiations continue with landholders.

7.2.5 Hydraulic 
Fracturing
The use of hydraulic fracturing means 
that fewer wells are required. Most 
of the current CSG production is in 
high permeability (or high flow areas) 
where hydraulic fracturing is not 
always required. Six development 
wells and one exploration well required 
hydraulic fracturing during the period or 
approximately four percent of all wells 
drilled in the period.

7.2.6 Ground 
Subsidence 
Monitoring System
Ground motion is monitored using 
direct, on-ground instrumentation 
and remote Interferometric Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (InSAR). The on-ground 
instrumentation includes tiltmeters 
and extensometers. Tiltmeters are 
designed to measure very small 
changes from the horizontal level, 
either on the ground or in structures. 
Extensometers are designed to 
measure displacement and are ideal for 
subsidence monitoring.

A geodetic monitoring network was 
established in 2013. This network 
comprises 47 permanent survey 
markers across Australia Pacific 
LNG tenure.

The InSAR data collected and 
processed over 2012 to 2016 
indicates subsidence and uplift trends 
in the Undulla nose region. Latest 
assessment and details of ongoing 
studies can be found in the 2015-2016 
Groundwater Assessment Report. 
The motion is below any trigger for 
formal notification, however regulators 
were consulted.
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Water

Sand

Agregate

Concrete

Raw Materials in Tonnes

50,454

102,500

Sand

Concrete

Agregate

321

299

225

7.3 Raw Materials

 
The principal raw materials required 
for Upstream activities were water 
and gravel. Gravel and water is used 
in drilling activities, construction of 
surface infrastructure, dust suppression, 
reinstatement and ongoing civil 
maintenance and well workovers. 
Approximately 113,401 tonnes of gravel 
were used in construction of well pads 
and roads, and road maintenance for 
the period.

The Upstream Operator used 
approximately 313 Ml of water sourced 
from landholder bores and dams, storm 
water collection systems, operational 
Water Treatment Facilities (i.e. treated 
CSG water), and municipal water supply. 
Beneficial use of treated CSG water 
made up approximately 46 percent of 
the water use total. 

 
Raw materials used in construction 
consist predominantly of components 
for making concrete such as cement, 
aggregate material and water. 
Additionally, aggregate has been utilised 
to sheet and finalise exposed ground 
surfaces in areas handed over to 
Operations by the Principal Contractors. 
Other raw materials used were mostly 
sand and aggregate (Figure 7.2).

The GAWB pipeline continued to supply 
reticulated water services to the site 
on Curtis Island. GAWB supplied the 
site with 50.45 Ml of water, a significant 
decrease from the previous reporting 
period, consistent with the reduction in 
camp occupancy and resultant closure 
in September 2016.

DownstreamUpstream

Figure 7.2: Downstream Project Raw Materials
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7.4 Gas Industry Social and Environmental 
Research Alliance (GISERA)

Australia Pacific LNG and peak science 
body, CSIRO, entered into a research 
alliance in 2011 for five years, initially as 
a bilateral venture, and with a view to 
establishing industry and government 
support. The initial investment from 
Australia Pacific LNG was AUD$10 
million over five years, with CSIRO 
committing a further AUD$4 million 
in in-kind support. This program was 
completed in 2015.

In January 2016, GISERA became a 
national alliance, including six additional 
corporate and government partners. 
GISERA was established in recognition 
of the impacts of CSG on public assets, 
and the related need to undertake 
publicly-available quality research to 
address those impacts.

GISERA’s main research areas include 
water, agriculture, biodiversity, socio-
economic and greenhouse gas. A 
summary of some of the current 
research is presented below under 
Projects Updates. Many studies have 
been completed and reports are 
available at the GISERA website: www.
gisera.org.au

CSIRO’s research status and 
experience in social, economic 
and ecological sciences allows it to 
provide impartial, integrated research 
to industry, regulators and the wider 
Australian community.

7.4.1 Project Updates
Surface and Groundwater
Impacts of CSG Depressurisation 
on the Great Artesian Basin 
(GAB) flux

This research aims to improve the 
understanding of the GAB groundwater 
flow in the Pilliga region through 
integration of existing information 
from models, hydrochemical data and 
environmental tracers.

The outcome will be to assess the 
chances of extreme changes in GAB 
groundwater flux (flow volumes) as 
a result of CSG development using 
state of the art uncertainty analysis 
and modelling.

Greenhouse Gas Footprint
Methane seepage in the 
Surat Basin

This project will detect and measure 
methane seeping from underground in 
the Surat Basin, and identify sources 
of methane to provide a baseline of 
methane emissions on a regional scale.

This will result in a methane emissions 
data set that can be used to compare 
changes in methane concentrations 
as CSG production in the Surat 
Basin increases.

This project was expanded from the 
original scope in November 2015. 
The atmospheric monitoring, originally 
proposed to be one baseline station, 
was extended to a network of two 
CSIRO stations and at least one 
industry station, all linked to the same 
concentration scales.

This enhancement analyses and 
prepares additional data from the new 
and emerging monitoring stations in 
a network across the Surat Basin for 
a more definitive source estimation. 
It will quantify contributions from 
sources through forward modelling 
using existing and new information 
on inventories and from infrastructure 
based monitoring. It will also develop 
an inverse modelling framework to 
better constrain the main source areas 
and emissions. 

Agricultural Land 
Management
Telling the Story

This project will share understanding 
of changes on farms and in towns 
during CSG development in the 
Surat area, providing a detailed 
landscape map showing changes 
during CSG developments. This will 
also gather feedback on our research 
to date, including its strengths and 
information gaps.

Terrestrial Biodiversity
Ensuring biodiversity offset 
success: the right kind of seed for 
a rare daisy

This research identified genetic and 
demographic factors that may limit the 
success of establishing a rare daisy 
(Rutidosis lantana) in a new location.

The report outlines best practice 
guidelines for moving the Rutidosis 
lantana to a new location. The 
guidelines will help to minimise 
biological limits to reproductive success 
and maximise population viability of 
the daisy.

Marine Environment
Sustaining turtles and their homes

Studying how sediments from dredging 
and discharges affect seagrass and 
turtles in Gladstone Harbour.

This report quantified the risks to 
turtle populations from dredging and 
increased boat traffic.

Social and Economic
Monitoring Regional Transition

This project aimed to synthesise 
existing knowledge on the nature 
of rural socio-economic transitions 
occurring as a result of resource 
developments, and track the social 
impacts of regional economic change.

This study also identified ways to help 
local communities respond to resource 
development in order to maximise 
social benefit.

7.5 Key Performance 
Indicators 

Volume of CSG 
Water produced

12,135 MI

Volume of water  
injected to aquifers

3,546 Ml 

Volume of CSG water 
applied to beneficial use

10,432 Ml

Volume of salt recovered for 
beneficial/commercial use

0

Number of make good 
agreements finalised

4
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8. Community, 
Stakeholders and 
Social Management
Australia Pacific LNG establishes stakeholder 
engagement strategies that strive for positive 
and practical outcomes that help to address 
any impacts, share the benefits, and respond to 
identified stakeholder needs and issues. Stakeholder 
engagement reflects the diversity of stakeholders 
and uses innovative, practical partnerships to 
achieve mutually beneficial outcomes.
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8.1 Stakeholder Communication  
and Consultation

Engagement with communities is 
a priority for Australia Pacific LNG. 
The Stakeholder Engagement 
Strategy articulates Australia Pacific 
LNG’s commitment and approach 
to stakeholder engagement, and 
describes how this commitment will be 
managed across the gas fields, pipeline 
and LNG Facility components for the 
life of the Business.

These stakeholders are broadly 
classified as:

• Community

• Government

• Traditional / Indigenous owner 
groups

• Landholders

• Suppliers and contractors 

• Employees of Operators, and 
its shareholders ConocoPhillips, 
Sinopec and Origin

• Lenders, including export credit 
agencies and commercial banks that 
provide financing for certain elements 
of the Project

• Non-government organisations and 
other special interest groups

• Owners/Investors in the shareholders 
of Australia Pacific LNG (Origin, 
ConocoPhillips and Sinopec).

The Upstream Operator participated 
in 32 formal engagements with 
local governments and community 
stakeholder groups throughout the 
region. During the period, the Upstream 
Operator participated in:

• Consultations and meetings around 
groundwater impacts

• A range of meetings with community 
stakeholders around regional 
economic participation, particularly 
local content and workforce matters.

• A number of drop-in sessions for 
regional businesses informing them 
about the new Regional buy Portal.

Regional economic participation, 
in particular local content and 
employment, was a key topic raised 
in engagements during the period. 
In response, the Upstream Operator 
improved its regional buy program 
(see section 8.2 below), and created a 
transition plan to increase the number 
of employees living locally.

In addition there were 314 informal 
engagements including emails to 
the Project inbox, calls to the Project 
hotline, walk-ins to regional offices and 
participation in sponsored events. 

Enquiries

The Upstream Operator enables 
stakeholder contact by maintaining a 
range of information channels including 
regional office walk-ins, the Origin and 
Australia Pacific LNG websites, email 
enquiry channels, and an information 
hotline. The majority of enquiries 
related to general Project information, 
stakeholder engagement, procurement 
and employment opportunities.

Figure 8.1 summarises numbers and 
topics of enquiries for Upstream.

Upstream

Figure 8.1: Upstream Operator Topics 
of Enquiry
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Figure 8.1: Upstream Operator Topics 
of Enquiry

 
Community relations activities included 
58 formal stakeholder engagement 
events including 12 in Brisbane and 46 
in Gladstone, 555 informal stakeholder 
engagements (emails, telephone 
calls and walk-ins), seven sponsored 
community events in Gladstone and 
one collaborative engagement activity. 
Employment continues to be amongst 
the most frequent enquiries. Topics of 
enquiries are shown in Figure 8.2.

.

Downstream

Figure 8.2: Downstream Operator Topics  
of Enquiry

Procuring from local suppliers is a 
significant way in which we share 
economic value with our local 
communities. We have integrated 
our approach to regional economic 
participation into our standard 
procurement practices to improve 
the identification of opportunities for 
local engagements. This includes 
sourcing strategies, evaluations, 
recommendations to award, and 
mandatory local content obligations for 
contracts over $5M.

The Regional Buy Program, which 
currently provides and awards 
opportunities to those businesses 
based in Australia Pacific LNG’s 
operational footprint, was expanded 
in October 2016 to provide additional 
opportunities for small to medium 
businesses through a dedicated portal. 

The portal provides eligible 
businesses with:

• direct access to dedicated 
resources who will support and 
develop local capability e.g. 
guidance on prequalification 
requirements, and ways to improve 
responses to quotes  

• the ability to self-manage their own  
information within a single location 

• a way to view spend in the region 

• the ability to respond to work 
package opportunities.

Australia Pacific LNG continues its firm 
commitment to provide opportunities 
to regional businesses in the Surat 
Basin and Gladstone areas.

8.2 Local Content
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From construction boom times to today’s ‘steady state’ 
operations, local businesses in the Western Downs, Maranoa 
and Banana Shire regional council areas continue to play a 
key role in supplying goods and services.
The Upstream Operator has a Regional Buy Program and a 
Regional Buy Portal, designed to provide opportunities for 
small and medium regional suppliers.

The Regional Buy Program helps provide opportunities for 
local suppliers, develops local capability, assists with pre-
qualification and provides a single point of contact for general 
procurement support.

The Regional Buy Portal is an enhancement to that program, 
providing an easy to use online tool that allows regional 
suppliers to register their interest in supplying goods and 
services, and the opportunity to respond to requests 
for quotes.

To provide further support, dedicated roles have been 
created and will be based and recruited locally to be 
‘custodians’ of the Regional Buy Program.

Upstream Operator Head of Supply Chain, Peter Mifsud, said 
the new roles will support regional businesses and Australia 
Pacific LNG to deliver sustainable opportunities for our 
regional suppliers.

“We’re excited to have the Regional Buy Portal in operation 
providing a single platform where registration is simple, 
regional businesses have visibility of work opportunities and 
Australia Pacific LNG has an interactive register of regional 
capability,” Peter said.

Busy Bee Signs

Busy Bee Signs in Chinchilla certainly lives up to its name. 
Run by husband and wife team Shane and Leisa Brown, 
the business provides design and production of commercial 
signs as well as embroidery services for clothing and 
promotional products.

Busy Bee Signs recently registered with the Regional Buy 
Portal. Leisa said the portal was very simple to use, and had 
already been sent requests for quotes for two jobs.

“It’s very easy to use and send back quotes for jobs online,” 
Leisa said. “I was able to attach images of some alternative 
embroidery options.”

“We were very happy to have the support of the industry in 
the busy times, and now we really appreciate the ability that 
the portal gives for local businesses to have a go.” Leisa 
said while the busy times allowed their business to grow and 
diversify, it was a relief to have more time and space.

“Now it feels a little more under control, and we have been 
able to keep on all five staff by expanding out into other 
industries, like sports clubs and local businesses.”

Supporting Local Businesses

 

 Busy Bees Signs owner and manager Leisa Brown.
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8.3 Community Grievance and 
Dispute Resolution

Australia Pacific LNG’s Operators 
and contractors record and respond 
to all community complaints from 
landholders and community members. 
Australia Pacific LNG endeavours 
to respond to all complaints within 
48 hours and investigate in a fair 
and transparent manner in an effort 
to achieve a timely resolution with 
the complainant. 

During this reporting period, there 
were 18 registered complaints, which 
was the same number received in the 
previous period.

Complaints were predominantly related 
to community concerns about land 
access, weed management, and 
environmental concerns. (Refer to 
Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4). At the end 
of the reporting period, 78 percent 
of all complaints received had been 
closed out.

The majority of complaints for this 
reporting period were received by the 
Upstream Operator due to the vast 
area covered and by the large number 
of directly affected stakeholders. 
The Downstream Operator received 
two community complaints related 
to environmental concerns and 
inappropriate parking by staff.

Figure 8.4: Total Number of Complaints by Reporting Period

Figure 8.3: Community Complaint Categories

8.4 Collaborative 
Industry Initiatives 

Regional Community 
Consultative Committees

Australia Pacific LNG continues 
its involvement in four Regional 
Community Consultative Committees 
(RCCC) in Maranoa (jointly with 
Santos), Western Downs, Banana Shire 
and Gladstone (jointly with Santos 
and QGC).

Members represent a broad cross-
section of the community in each 
region, including representatives 
from local government, state 
government agencies, welfare groups, 
local chambers of commerce and 
community organisations.

The role of the committees to foster 
open and transparent dialogue 
between Australia Pacific LNG and 
the community is continuing into 
the operations phase of the Project.  
The Gladstone RCCC has met once 
during the period (October 2016), 
focused mainly on community impacts 
associated with construction ramp-
down and workforce demobilisation 
from Curtis Island. Committee 
members have also identified an 
interest in shutdown planning and 
execution, as well as employment 
opportunities which will be addressed 
during the first meeting in 2017.  

Community Programs – 
Downstream

The Downstream Operator continued 
its support of the EQIP Gladstone 
school-based apprenticeship 
and trainee program, and the 
Queensland Minerals & Energy 
Academy (QMEA) secondary schools 
program, encouraging high school 
students to consider tertiary study 
and professional career pathways in 
science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics (STEM). Both programs 
continued to be funded collaboratively 
with Santos and QGC.    
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8.5 Community Investment

Four social impact management themes underpin Australia Pacific LNG’s community 
investment: social infrastructure, partnerships, sponsorships and donations, and 
employee-giving and volunteering (Figure 8.5).

COMMUNITY INVESTMENT

Figure 8.5 Community investment categories

SOCIAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE

• Large scale 
investment in ‘hard’ 
infrastructure

• Informed by 
local and state 
government plans/
priorities

PARTNERSHIPS

• Focus on sustainable 
community 
development

• Programs to build 
capacity and 
address social 
impacts

SPONSORSHIPS 
AND DONATIONS

• Assistance to small 
scale community 
events and projects

• Support community 
connectedness and 
build relationships

EMPLOYEE-
GIVING AND 

VOLUNTEERING

• Support for 
employees to 
volunteer and give 
to local projects/ 
organisations

• Support integration 
of workforce into 
community

In addition, the following priority areas form the basis of all activity and initiatives 
undertaken by Australia Pacific LNG in any of the identified social impact 
management themes seen in Figure 8.6.

Figure 8.6 Priority areas for community investment

Supporting community capacity building through local skills development and adding to 
local education opportunities

Supporting safer and healthier communities (including efforts by ambulance, healthcare, 
police and emergency services) and public welfare activities

Supporting projects that assist to manage population influx in a responsible and 
sustainable manner

Supporting the protection and enhancement of productivity in our natural resources 
including agriculture, land, water and biodiversity

SKILLS, EDUCATION 
AND TRAINING

COMMUNITY SAFETY 
HEALTH AND WELLBEING

SUSTAINABLE 
POPULATION GROWTH

NATURAL RESOURCE 
STEWARDSHIP
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To date, approximately AUD$41 
million has been spent (Figure 8.7) 
on community investments targeted 
at priority areas identified through 
the Social Impact Management Plan 
consultation process. 

 

The Operator continued investing in 
measures to mitigate impacts and 
create community development 
opportunities across a range of 
areas, including training, community 
safety, economic development 
and diversification.

Upstream community investment 
expenditure from July to December 
2016 was approximately 
AUD$316,000. During the period 
the Upstream Operator continued 
its funding of the Community 
Skills Scholarship and community 
sponsorship programs. Programs 

such as the Western Downs Tourism 
Partnership are under implementation, 
although no payments were made 
during the period.

During the period, the Upstream 
Operator entered into a new 
partnership with Queensland Murray 
Darling Basin Committee (QMDC), 
aiming to boost participation in CSG 
Net – a community based groundwater 
monitoring scheme. The three year 
partnership will provide financial 
support to landholders to install 
groundwater monitoring equipment 
in their water bores, with the purpose 

of increasing landholder control 
and understanding of groundwater 
management. The Upstream Operator 
also committed funding to the Miles 
Historical Village to develop a concept 
for a CSG interpretive centre.

Figure 8.8 shows the Upstream 
Operator community investment 
areas and actual spend values for the 
reporting period.

A complete list of community 
investment programs managed by 
the Upstream Operator is listed in 
Table 8.1.

Upstream

Figure 8.7 Cumulative Australia Pacific LNG Community Investment

Figure 8.8 Upstream Community Investment by Priority Areas
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Downstream community investment 
expenditure from July to December 
2016 was AUD$130,150. This takes 
the total funds spent to date to 
AUD$19.06 million. 

Figure 8.9 shows the Downstream 
Operator’s community investment areas 
and values for the reporting period.

Downstream

Figure 8.9 Downstream Community Investment 
by Priority Areas
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Table 8.1 Upstream Community Investment Projects

Region Initiative Description Target 
Group

Duration of 
Investment Status Value 

(AUD$)

Western 
Downs

Horizon Housing – 
Miles

Program partner, Horizon Housing, 
completed the development of nine 
homes in March 2013, which were 
rented and sold at a significant discount 
to local residents.

Lower income 
earners needing 
housing 

Completed in 
2013

Completed $2,050,000

Maranoa
Horizon Housing – 
Roma

Program partner, Horizon Housing, 
will develop in Roma up to 18 
affordable dwellings over two 
phases, also supported by Maranoa 
Regional Council.

Lower income 
earners needing 
housing

2014-2015 Completed $1,875,000

Western 
Downs

Housing Case 
Management

Funded a Housing Officer at Murilla 
Community Centre in Miles and 
Chinchilla Family Support Centre.

Lower income 
earners needing 
housing

Two years 2011- 
2012

Completed $150,000

Western 
Downs

WDRC Town 
Planning Support

Funded an engineer to work for two 
years with Western Downs Regional 
Council (WDRC) to assist with town 
planning and timely approval of 
development applications linked to 
population growth.

General 
Community

Two years 2013-
2014

Completed $260,000

Maranoa 
Western 
Downs Banana 
Shire

REMPLAN data 
access

The Project provided financial support 
to Regional Development Australia 
(RDA) to access REMPLAN data 
access to assist Local Government in 
forward planning.

Local 
Government

One-off 
investment 2013

Completed $25,000

Western 
Downs

Miles Water and 
Sewerage Upgrade

Funding to support the Western Downs 
Regional Council to increase the water 
and sewerage network capacity in Miles, 
as part of the Queensland Government 
Royalties for the Regions program.

General 
Community

2014-2015
Completed $1,290,000

Maranoa
Roma Sewerage 
Upgrade

Funding to support the Maranoa 
Regional Council to increase capacity 
of the sewerage treatment facility, as 
part of the Queensland Government 
Royalties for the Regions program.

General 
Community

2014 - 2015 Completed $1,500,000

Western 
Downs

Rent Connect 
Officer

Funding for a Housing Officer at 
Murilla Community Centre in Miles and 
Chinchilla Family Support Centre.

General 
Community

One year 2012 Completed $65,000

Western 
Downs

Rent Subsidy - 
Miles

A short term initiative to subsidise rent 
for participating properties while market 
rents were impacted by high demand.

Lower income 
earners needing 
housing

Two years 2012-
2013

Completed $72,000

Maranoa
Roma Airport 
Upgrade

The Roma airport was upgraded to 
cater for increased numbers of travelers 
to the region and reduce road traffic, 
contributing to safer travel.

General 
Community

One-off 
investment 2011

Completed $1,000,000

Maranoa
Roma Airport 
Extension

Additional funding to support 
the expansion of airport facilities 
and amenities.

General 
Community

2014-2015 Completed $500,000

Maranoa
Roma Community 
Hub

Centralisation of community services 
from six locations to one to improve 
community service delivery and support 
to local community.

General 
Community

One-off 
investment 2014

Completed $500,000

Maranoa 
QFES 
Communications 
Enhancement

Queensland Fire & Emergency Services 
(QFES) - A partnership with QGC to 
address communication black spots 
that emergency services experience 
between the towns of Roma, Injune, 
Taroom, Wandoan and Mitchell. 

General 
Community

One-off 
investment 

2014-2015

Completed $100,000

Western 
Downs

Chinchilla 
Kindergarten 
Expansion

Funding contributed to the relocation 
and expansion of the Chinchilla 
Community Kindergarten, doubling its 
capacity for 2014. 

General 
Community 

One-off 
investment 2013

Completed $400,000
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Region Initiative Description Target 
Group

Duration of 
Investment Status Value 

(AUD$)

Maranoa
Roma Parenting 
Van

The mobile parenting space provides a 
clean and safe room for parenting for 
use at shows and events throughout the 
Maranoa Region.

General 
Community

One-off 
investment 2011

Completed $95,000

Western 
Downs 
Banana Shire 
Maranoa

Community 
Sponsorships

The project supports small scale, local 
community programs focused on skills 
and education, community cohesion, 
sustainable population growth, natural 
resource stewardship and health 
and safety.

General 
Community

Ongoing since 
2012

In progress $611,977

Western 
Downs

Community 
Support Program

This program provides support to 
community centres in Miles and 
Chinchilla to cater for an increased 
demand in services during the Project’s 
period of peak impact.

General 
Community

Two years 2013-
2015

Completed $225,000

Western 
Downs

NGO Capacity 
Building Program

Targeting community centres in 
Chinchilla, Miles, Dalby and Tara, 
the program aims to build capacity 
in the areas of governance and 
funding sustainability.

General 
Community

One year 2013-
2014 with a one 
year extension 
option

Completed $188,000

Western 
Downs

Miles Ahead

To provide support to local businesses 
to successfully address changes in the 
business environment associated with 
the CSG industry.

Business 
Community

Two years 2013-
2014

Completed $240,000

Western 
Downs

Miles Training 
Centre

To provide financial support for the fit 
out of the Trade Training Centre as part 
of its workforce and training strategies.

Youth in the 
Community

One-off 
investment 2013

Completed $113,000

Maranoa 
Western 
Downs 
Banana Shire

I Can Indigenous 
schools retention 
program

An Indigenous school student retention 
program run across the gas fields 
in partnership with the Gold Coast 
Titans NRL team’s Titans 4 Tomorrow 
community development arm.

Indigenous high 
school students

Three years 
2012-2014

Completed
Up to 
$600,000

Maranoa 
Western 
Downs 
Banana Shire

Education Qld 
Schools Program

Partnership with QGC, Santos and 
Arrow to build local workforce capacity 
by enhancing student interest in 
science, mathematics, engineering and 
technology in 41 schools across the 
Surat Basin.

High school 
students

Three years 
2013-2015 with 
annual review

Completed
Up to 
$300,000

Maranoa 
Western 
Downs Banana 
Shire

CSG School 
Program (QMEA)

QLD Minerals and Energy Academy 
(QMEA) to educate high school students 
in CSG-related engineering opportunities 
by promoting relevant subjects within 
the curriculum.

High school 
students

Three years 
2010-2012

Completed $250,000

Maranoa 
Western 
Downs Banana 
Shire

Community Skills 
Scholarship (CSS)

CSS provides up to $13,500 to 
apprentices within the gas fields 
region to help them complete their 
apprenticeships locally. Since 2007 
more than 150 scholarships have 
been awarded.

Apprentices in 
the community

Ongoing since 
2007

In progress
$2,000,000 
committed to 
date

Maranoa 
Western 
Downs Banana 
Shire

Count Me In 
(YWCA)

Identifying females in the Surat Basin 
willing to work but currently outside 
of the workforce, identifying barriers 
to employment, and providing 
targeted training.

Women in the 
Community

Two phases 
2012-2014

Completed $200,000

Maranoa 
Western 
Downs 
Banana Shire

Careers in Gas 
website

Jointly funded website to provide a 
single portal for advertising jobs in 
the gas fields region and the CSG/
LNG industry.

General 
Community

Three years 
2012-2014

Completed $35,000

Maranoa 
Western 
Downs 
Gladstone

Wesley St Andrew’s 
Research Institute 
Partnership

This partnership (jointly funded with 
Australia Pacific LNG Downstream) will 
research regional health issues to help 
shape private and public investment in 
health-improvement initiatives.

General 
Community

Three years 
2013-2016

Completed $500,000(*)
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Region Initiative Description Target 
Group

Duration of 
Investment Status Value 

(AUD$)
Maranoa 
Western 
Downs 
Banana Shire

GISERA Research 
Partnership (Social 
& Environmental 
stream)

This research partnership with the 
CSIRO aims to measure social and 
environmental impacts and opportunities 
associated with the CSG industry.

General 
Community

Four years 
2012-2016

In progress $1,000,000

Maranoa 
Western 
Downs 
Banana Shire

CARS (Caring 
About Road Safety)

Developed in response to local concerns 
and delivered in partnership with the 
Royal Automobile Club of Queensland 
(RACQ), the CARS program equips new 
drivers with safe driving strategies.

Since 2007, over 1,500 students from 
local schools in Tara, Miles, Chinchilla, 
Dalby, Roma, Biloela and Moura 
have participated.

High school 
students

2007-2015 Completed $210,000

Banana Shire
Taroom Weed 
Wash Down Facility

Co-funded with Banana Shire Council, 
the upgrade of the Taroom weed wash 
down facility aims to prevent the spread 
of weeds from vehicles.

General 
Community

Completed 2013 Completed $400,000

Maranoa, 
Western 
Downs and 
Banana Shires

Thornhill Indigenous 
Training Centre 
Upgrade

Funding to more than double the 
capacity of the existing training facility, 
delivering camp facilities and hospitality 
training for Indigenous trainees. For 
the first five years, 15% of training 
participation will be from Western 
Downs, Maranoa and Banana Shire.

Indigenous 
Trainees

2014 - 2015 Completed $482,000

Maranoa, 
Western 
Downs and 
Banana Shire

PCYC Driving 
Simulators

Funding of the Police Citizens Youth 
Club (PCYC) for four driver training 
simulators to support education 
programs for at-risk drivers identified 
by Queensland Police Service, 
including youth, Indigenous drivers 
and participants in the Under the 
Limit program.

Youth/
Indigenous/
General 
Community

Once-off 
Investment in 
2014

Completed $207,500

Maranoa, 
Western 
Downs and 
Banana Shire

QFES Equipment 
Partnership

Partnership to address equipment 
needs across the Surat Basin for 
Queensland Fire and Emergency 
Services incorporating the rural and 
urban fire services and the State 
Emergency Service (SES).

General 
Community

2014-2015 Completed $663,700

Western 
Downs

Affordable 
Accommodation – 
Miles

Continued partnership with Horizon 
Housing Solutions to mitigate ongoing, 
Project-related housing impacts 
in the Western Downs Region, by 
purchasing properties, already on the 
market, to rent affordably in Miles. 
This fulfils the Integrated Housing and 
Accommodation Strategy (Q-LNG01-
15-MP-0126) commitments to the 
Coordinator-General and community.

Lower income 
earners needing 
housing

2015 Completed $2,000,000

Western 
Downs, 
Maranoa, 
Toowoomba

Many Rivers

This partnership addresses the 
limited support available to increase 
the capacity of new and existing 
businesses in Southwest Queensland 
including Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander businesses. Many Rivers 
is a not-for-profit microenterprise 
development organisation that 
works with marginalised and 
disadvantaged Australians.

Indigenous 
and General 
Community

2015-2017 In progress $872,900

Western 
Downs, 
Maranoa, 
Toowoomba

Development 
Academy

The program delivers civil construction 
qualifications for Indigenous participants 
seeking to build on their current plant 
operation competencies. 

Indigenous 
Community

2015 Completed $100,000

Banana Shire
Economic 
Development

Partnership with Council to advance the 
region’s tourism potential and diversify 
the regional economy.

General 
Community

2015-2017 In progress $500,000
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* Shared sponsorship with the Downstream Operator for the total of AUD$1,000,000

Region Initiative Description Target 
Group

Duration of 
Investment Status Value 

(AUD$)

Western 
Downs

Economic 
Development

Partnership with Council to advance the 
region’s tourism potential and diversify 
the regional economy.

General 
Community

2015-2017 In progress $750,000

Banana Shire
Thangool Airport 
Upgrade

This project assists the Thangool Airport 
to alleviate existing capacity constraints, 
cater for future growth, and comply with 
aviation regulations.

General 
Community

2015 Completed $425,487

Western 
Downs

ANZAC Park 
Legacy Project

Partnership with Western Downs 
Regional Council to upgrade the ANZAC 
Park in Miles, to enhance its function 
as a memorial, driver reviver facility and 
family and community meeting point.

General 
Community

2015-2016 In progress $450,000

Western 
Downs

Great Artesian Basin 
CSG Interpretive 
Centre – scope and 
design

APLNG funded the Miles Historical 
Village to develop a scope for an 
interpretive and education centre relating 
to CSG and the Great Artesian Basin

General 
Community

2016 In progress $45,500

Western 
Downs, 
Maranoa

CSG Net Partnership

Partnership with QMDC to support 
landholders installing groundwater 
monitoring equipment in their 
water bores.

Landholders 2016-2019 In progress $300,000

Total 
Committed 
by Upstream

All Projects $23,552,064
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Table 8.2 Downstream Community Investment Projects

Region Initiative Description/Objective Target 
Group

Duration of 
Investment Status Value  

AUD$)

Gladstone
Gladstone 
Affordable Housing 

Seed funding for the development 
of affordable housing options, and 
funds to the Urban Land Development 
Authority (ULDA) to fast-track affordable 
residential land development.

Lower income 
earners needing 
housing

One-off 
investment 2012

Complete $6,500,000

Gladstone
Gladstone 
Foundation

Perpetual trust fund established with 
the Public Trustee of Queensland to 
provide social infrastructure to the 
Gladstone Region.

General 
Community

One-off 
investment 2012

Completed $5,000,000

Gladstone 
Many Rivers 
Microfinance 

To offer business mentoring and 
microenterprise loans to start-up and 
eligible businesses aimed at ensuring 
economic stability and enrichment. 

Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait 
Islanders 

Three years, 
2012 - 2015

Ongoing
$2,200,000

Gladstone
Rental Assistance 
Program

Rental subsidies are made available 
to eligible applicants from the region’s 
emergency services, medical, 
educational and welfare sectors to 
assist in ensuring the continuity and 
stability of these services during the 
economically challenging period of 
population influx. 

Police, Fire, 
Ambulance, 
Healthcare, 
Education 
workers

Two years, 2012 
- 2014

Completed $1,000,000

Gladstone
Queensland 
Symphony 
Orchestra

A program aimed at cultural enrichment. 
Music students are able to work 
closely with professional musicians 
to enhance their skills. The entire 
orchestra performs a free concert for the 
Gladstone community.

School 
students, 
general public

Feb 2012 to Dec 
2015

Ongoing $880,000

Gladstone
Wesley St Andrew’s 
Research Institute  
Partnership(*)

This partnership (jointly funded with 
Australia Pacific LNG Downstream) will 
research regional health issues to help 
shape private and public investment in 
health improvement initiatives.

General 
Community

Two years, 2013-
2015

In progress $500,000

Gladstone
Energy Skills 
Queensland

Gladstone and Queensland Workforce 
Skilling Strategies provide pre-
employment skilling programs in areas 
of identified skills shortages which have 
direct links to the expansion of the CSG-
LNG industry.

Under-
represented, 
unemployed, 
Indigenous and 
migrant groups

Three years, 
2012 - 2015

Completed $300,000

Gladstone
Quoin Island 
Sanctuary

Financial support for the marine turtle 
rehabilitation facility located on Quoin 
Island in the Gladstone Harbour.

Environment 
and Community

Two years, 2013 
- 2015

Ongoing $365,000

Gladstone
Port Curtis 
Harbourwatch

Secondary schools science program 
enhancing students’ understanding and 
practice in marine ecological research.

Secondary 
School Students

Three years, 
2013 -2016

Ongoing $218,284

Gladstone
Gladstone Chamber 
of Commerce and 
Industry

A suite of campaigns and programs 
aimed at local small business 
capacity development.

Business 
General

Three years, 
2013 - 2016

Ongoing $210,900

Gladstone EQIP

A schools-based trainee / apprentice 
program that assists students to 
complete Year 12 while also getting 
started on a trade skills pathway with 
local businesses.

Year 11/12 
students

2012 - 2016 Ongoing $200,000

Gladstone
Land and Sea 
Rangers Program

Indigenous training and employment 
opportunity program. Partnering with the 
Queensland Department of Environment 
and Heritage Protection. 

Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait 
Islanders

Three years 
2016-2018

Ongoing $160,000

Gladstone
Energy Skills 
Queensland

Indigenous pre-employment and 
vocational training programs chosen in 
consultation with industry and tailored 
to suit the local region’s labour market 
demands for traffic control, trades 
assistant / civil construction and other 
local jobs.

Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait 
Islanders

2014 Completed $150,000
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Region Initiative Description/Objective Target 
Group

Duration of 
Investment Status Value  

AUD$)

Gladstone
Youth Inclusion 
Program

Support for a range of programs and 
events aimed at social inclusion, cultural 
learning and community leadership.

Young People 2014-2015 Ongoing $145,900

Gladstone
QMEA (Queensland 
Mineral and Energy 
Academy)

Schools-based program raising 
awareness of career opportunities within 
the energy sector. Within the education 
curriculum the program promotes the 
professional pathways into the industry.

Year 11/12 
students, 
teacher 
Professional 
Development

Sep 2011 to Dec 
2016

Ongoing $178,000

Gladstone
2011-2014 NAIDOC 
Week Celebrations

Support for 2014 NAIDOC Week 
celebrations in Gladstone.

Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait 
Islander

2011-2016 Completed $92,500

Gladstone Harbour Festival
Sponsorship of a key annual community 
event held in Gladstone celebrating 
the Harbour.

General 
Community

2011-2016 Ongoing $111,500

Gladstone
Exodus Tutorial 
Centre

Sponsorship of a program aiming to 
improve literacy levels of students in 
years 5 to 7.

School Students 2013 Completed $60,000

Gladstone
Volunteer Marine 
Rescue

Support for the fit-out of new 
headquarters of the Gladstone Volunteer 
Marine Rescue Service.

General 
Community

2013 Completed $54,000

Gladstone
FutureEye Vision 
2035

This partnership, in collaboration with a 
number of Gladstone based partners, 
supports a program and committee 
to develop a common, structured 
view on what stakeholders see as 
Gladstone’s future. 

General 
Community

2014-2015 In progress $50,000

Gladstone
CBD Community 
Safety Program

Joint industry initiative supporting 
increased Police presence in the 
Gladstone entertainment precinct on 
Friday and Saturday nights aimed at 
preventing antisocial behaviour.

Community 
General

2013 Completed $40,633

Gladstone
Botanic to Bridge 
and Healthy Living 
Expo

Sponsorship of a key annual community 
event held in Gladstone promoting 
healthy active lifestyles through a 
fun run.

General 
Community

2011-2014 Completed $40,385

Gladstone Year of Cycling

A program of events held throughout 
the region aimed at promotion of cycling 
to achieve a healthy active lifestyle to 
the community.

 

General 
Community

2012 Completed $30,000

Gladstone
Cultural Diversity 
Forum

Sponsorship of an annual event aimed 
at improved integration of culturally and 
linguistically diverse people.

General 
Community

2012

2013
Completed $29,000

Gladstone
Mount Larcom 
and District Show 
Society

Sponsorship of a key annual community 
event held in the Gladstone region 
celebrating the region’s diversity and 
agricultural history.

General 
Community

2012-2016 Ongoing
$34,050

Gladstone
Gladstone 
EnviroKids

An educational program aimed at 
fostering knowledge and commitment to 
environmental sustainability.

Secondary 
Students

2013 Completed $26,000

Gladstone Road to a Dream

Seed funding to undertake critical 
safety upgrades and allow for further 
expansion of existing sporting facilities in 
Agnes Waters.

General 
Community

2013 Completed $25,000

Gladstone
QPS subsidised 
housing

Subsidised rental properties leased to 
the Queensland Police Service (QPS) 
enabling accommodation of new officers 
posted to Gladstone.

Queensland 
Police Service

2013 Completed $24,620

Gladstone
Gladstone 
Multicultural Festival 
2012

Sponsorship of a local community 
event aimed at improved integration 
of culturally and linguistically 
diverse people.

General 
Community

2012 Completed $22,000

Gladstone
Mount Larcom 
Showgrounds

Purchase of new grandstand 
seating to allow the expansion of the 
showground’s capacity in holdings 
and functionality.

General 
Community

2013 Completed $22,000
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* Shared sponsorship with the Upstream Operator for the total of AUD$1,000,000

Region Initiative Description/Objective Target 
Group

Duration of 
Investment Status Value  

AUD$)

Gladstone

Gladstone Chamber 
of Commerce; 
‘Boom or Bust’ 
Gladstone Region 
Business Study 
2015

Support of a study into the effects, both 
actual and anticipated, of the downturn 
in the construction industry on local 
Gladstone businesses.  

Business 
General

2015 Completed $20,000

Gladstone
Port Curtis Coral 
Coast Traditional 
Owners 

Collaborative development of strategies 
to maximize the potential of local 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
business involvement in the Operations 
phase of the Project. 

Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait 
Islander

2013 Completed $19,700

Gladstone

Science Schools 
Foundation; The 
ConocoPhillips 
Science Experience 
2015

Sponsorship to support students 
from Gladstone to travel to Brisbane 
to participate in the science-focused 
educational program at the University of 
Queensland St Lucia campus.

Secondary 
School Students

2014-2015 Completed $61,823

Gladstone
Red Frogs 
Gladstone

Sponsorship of community group 
working to reduce instances of drug use 
and alcoholism in young people.

Young People 2013 Completed $15,000

Gladstone
Gidarjil Development 
Corporation; Marine 
Training Centre

Sponsorship for an Environmental 
training centre, with facilities in 
Gladstone and Bundaberg that 
will deliver environmental, marine, 
business and management, 
education and training programs and 
coordinate employment opportunities 
for participants.

Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait 
Islanders

2014 Completed $15,000

Gladstone
Central Region 
Road Safety Week

A program of events and initiatives 
held throughout the region aimed 
at promotion of road safety and 
driver awareness.

General 
Community

2014 Completed $12,500

Gladstone Seniors Week
A program of events and initiatives 
held throughout the region celebrating 
the aged.

Aged 
Community

2013 Completed $11,000

Gladstone
Queensland 
Symphony 
Orchestra 

Sponsorship of a community event.
General 
Community

2012 Completed $10,000

Gladstone
CCRDFV Family Fun 
Day

Sponsorship of the Coordinated 
Community Response for Domestic 
and Family Violence (CCRDFV) for a 
community event to raise awareness of 
domestic and family violence.

General 
Community

2013 Completed $10,000

Gladstone
Air Your Dirty 
Laundry

Sponsorship of a community event 
to raise awareness of domestic and 
family violence.

General 
Community

2012 Completed $10,000

Gladstone
Menagerie Art 
Exhibition

Sponsorship of the Gladstone 
Regional Art Gallery hosting a 
touring contemporary Aboriginal 
sculpture exhibition. 

General 
Community

2013 Completed $10,000

Gladstone
Community 
Sponsorships

The project supports small-scale local 
community programs focused on skills 
and education, community cohesion, 
sustainable population growth, natural 
resource stewardship and health 
and safety.

General 
Community

Ongoing since 
2012

In progress $192,679

Total 
Committed by 
Downstream

All Projects
All partnership and sponsorship 
programs.

$19,057,974
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8.6 Land Access

Australia Pacific LNG negotiates 
compensation agreements, and 
purchases or leases land to secure 
access for infrastructure and facilities.

Moderate development is generally six 
wells or less per landholder property, 
including localised infrastructure 
(gathering systems and ponds). Major 
development reflects the installation 
of major infrastructure facilities and or 
development of greater than six wells 
per landholder property.

The location of major facilities in the 
gas fields is the primary reason for land 
purchases or leases.

Access to land for the LNG plant and 
the main pipeline has been concluded.

During the reporting period two 
additional properties were purchased 
and one was sold.

8.6.1 Curtis Island 
Land Purchase
Australia Pacific LNG satisfied the final 
conditions of the offer to purchase 
the reclamation lease on Curtis Island, 
which encompasses the area under 
the permanent buildings, part of Train 4 
area and the material offloading facility 
(MOF). The MOF is now no longer 
considered a tidal facility, and will not 
require removal at the end of the LNG 
Facility life. 

Additionally, the seabed lease extending 
past Tide Island in the Gladstone 
Harbour was reduced in area, mitigating 
an ongoing lease cost that provided 
no benefit to Australia Pacific LNG, 
while still allowing future development 
along the shoreline should future tidal 
structures be required. The freehold 
deed of grant and new seabed lease 
area was issued in January 2017 and is 
expected to be registered late this year.  

8.6.2 Compensation 
Agreements
Thirty-one compensation agreements 
were completed during the reporting 
period. These agreements secured 
access cumulatively to:

• 93 development well sites;

• two exploration and appraisal well 
sites;

• one make good bore; and

• two ground water monitoring bores.

At the end of December 2016, 
compensation agreements were in 
place for 977 Phase 1 wells and 757 
Sustain Phase wells.

8.6.3 Legacy Cases
Legacy cases are those where 
access was denied by the landholder, 
notwithstanding an agreed process 
being in place, until resolution of 
outstanding matters is achieved. At the 
end of the reporting period, no legacy 
cases were outstanding. 

Australia Pacific LNG acknowledges construction and operation 
activities affect a range of land tenures, and interaction with 
a significant number of landholders is required to access land 
for the gas fields infrastructure, transmission pipeline, and 
LNG facilities.
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8.7 Indigenous People

Two sets of Native Title compensation 
negotiations have been undertaken by 
Australia Pacific LNG:

• Right to Negotiate (RTN) - applicable 
in the gas fields 

• Indigenous Land Use agreements 
(ILUA) - generally used for the 
main transmission pipelines and 
LNG Facility.

These negotiations have been 
completed.

ILUA negotiations were required to 
establish transmission pipeline routes 
and infrastructure, land tenure for gas 
processing plants, and grant of sea-
bed leases.

Australia Pacific LNG has negotiated 
Cultural Heritage Management 
Plans (CHMPs) with all Native 
Title groups within operating 
areas for both Upstream and 
Downstream components.

8.7.1 Indigenous 
Engagement
During the reporting period, the 
Upstream Operator continued its 
engagement with Indigenous groups, 
including implementation meetings 
with Native Title holders, engagements 
with Indigenous businesses, and 
participation in Indigenous community 
groups and forums. Topics discussed 
included business opportunities, 
employment opportunities, and 
sponsorships of Indigenous events. 

The partnership with not-for-profit 
organisation Many Rivers continued 
during the period. The partnership 
enables Many Rivers’ field officers to 
operate from Gladstone, Bundaberg, 
Roma and Toowoomba, providing 
micro-enterprise development support 
to Indigenous people.

During the reporting period there were 
seven engagement sessions with 
Indigenous groups (Upstream two and 
Downstream five).

Australia Pacific LNG continues engagement and negotiations 
with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities 
to develop and implement approved Cultural Heritage 
Management Plans and various Native Title agreements for 
the Business.
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8.7.2 Indigenous 
Business Participation

During the period, the Upstream Operator 
sourced goods or services from the 
following Indigenous suppliers:

• RBY Projects (involved in construction 
and rehabilitation of leases for 
Australia Pacific LNG in the Upstream 
Project area)

• CRC Electrical (electrical 
instrumentation)

• Muddy Waters Weed Hygiene (weed 
hygiene wash down services to 
the Upstream Operator and other 
businesses in the Chinchilla area) 

• Ergonomic Workstation Products 

• Gilimbaa (design and marketing 
materials for the Reconciliation 
Action Plan)

• Snap Underwood (general printing).

Indigenous earthmoving and civil 
construction contractor RBY have 
continued involvement with the Project, 
with 35 percent of their workforce (45 
FTE Indigenous employees) involved in 
construction and rehabilitation of leases 
for Australia Pacific LNG in the Upstream 
area. RBY are pre-qualified to undertake 
work for the Upstream Operator.

Muddy Waters, a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Mandandanji Pty Ltd, 
continue to be a preferred supplier for 
weed hygiene wash-down services to the 
Upstream Operator. Muddy Waters also 
provides these services for other CSG 
proponents and businesses in Chinchilla 
and the surrounding areas.

During the previous period, the Upstream 
Operator has developed a series of 
training programs with Corporate Culcha 
to provide a greater understanding of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples’ history, cultural behaviours, and 
practices in the workplace, customer 
base and community. These are currently 
being implemented.

Efforts to provide opportunities for 
Indigenous businesses, including 
capability assistance, will continue. 

The Downstream Operator has continued 
to roll out the Indigenous content 
strategy, which focuses on identifying 
and realising opportunities for Indigenous 
business, employment and training. The 
strategy includes strong collaboration 
with local Traditional Owners and supply 
chain partners, with a focus on long-
term, sustainable outcomes. Results to 
date include:

• 18 contractors committed to engaging 
Indigenous businesses, staff and/or 
trainees

• 22 new jobs for indigenous workers 
(plus three more pending)

• six new Indigenous trainees (plus 
four more pending), including an 
Indigenous warehouse traineeship 
program developed by ConocoPhillips

• 16 new contracts to Indigenous 
businesses (plus four more pending)

• Facilitated significant in-kind support, 
including business mentoring, capacity 
development and sponsorships

• Initiated Cultural Awareness Training 
with two pilot workshops in Gladstone 
gaining excellent feedback. Plans for a 
broader roll-out in early 2017

• Establishment of Indigenous Land and 
Sea Ranger Program, in a landmark 
partnership with the Queensland 
Government (Department of 
Environment & Heritage Protection).

Upstream Downstream
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The highly successful Queensland Indigenous Land and Sea 
Ranger Program has expanded into the Gladstone region, 
with support from Australia Pacific LNG.

The Land and Sea Ranger Program provides 
opportunities for Indigenous participation in 
environmental management of land and coastal areas 
including marine and tidal ecosystems.

The program expansion into Gladstone is the result 
of a landmark partnership announced early in 2016 
between Australia Pacific LNG Downstream Operator – 
ConocoPhillips, the Queensland Government and Gidarjil 
Development Corporation.

The then Downstream Operator President, Warwick King, 
said the partnership would enable three Indigenous Land 
and Sea Rangers to play a hands-on-role in supporting 
land and sea country management in Gladstone.

“We are proud to be working with the Gidarjil 
Development Corporation and the State Government 
and believe this program will benefit the Gladstone region 
by supporting ongoing environmental management 
practices and Indigenous employment outcomes,” 
Warwick said.

Land and Sea Rangers are employed through local 
Indigenous host organisations, with funding by the 
Queensland Government. Australia Pacific LNG is 
the first commercial entity to partner with the State 
Government as part of the Queensland Indigenous Land 
and Sea Ranger Program.

Land and Sea Ranger Program 
Expands to Gladstone Region

 

Gladstone Land and Sea Rangers (L-R) Noah Faumalu, Dwayne Lingwoodock and Jessie Holland with Warwick King.   
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8.8 Cultural Heritage

The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 
(2003) requires Australia Pacific LNG to 
comply with the Duty of Care. This can 
be achieved through agreements with 
the Traditional Owner groups. These 
groups were identified and Australia 
Pacific LNG has negotiated Cultural 
Heritage Management Plans (CHMPs) 
with relevant Traditional Owner groups.

Cultural heritage remains a priority 
on active worksites. Identification 
awareness training based on 
information provided by Traditional 
Owner groups within the development 
area are a key component of 
site orientation. 

Personnel undertaking work 
causing ground disturbance such 
as excavations, road maintenance, 
or clear and grade activities must 
complete scientific cultural heritage 
identification training. This full-day 
course is provided by an archaeologist, 
and covers practical identification of 
artefacts and other possible culturally 
significant items, including scar trees 
and ceremonial places. It also covers 
the legislative and social requirements 
for protection and management of 
cultural heritage.

8.8.1 Cultural Heritage 
Management Plans
CHMPs set out processes and plans to 
manage and protect cultural heritage 
across the Business. These plans 
include a communication protocol, 
management structure and survey 
process to ensure cultural heritage 
is protected. Nine CHMPs have 
been negotiated with all Traditional 
Owner groups. These are all in place 
and are being implemented across 
the Business.

8.8.2 Pre-Construction 
Surveys
Each CHMP states that a full 
archaeological survey is required for 
major infrastructure works and scouts 
accompanied by Traditional Owners 
are required for smaller infrastructure 
including flow lines, lease pads, and 
access tracks.

During the reporting period, 827 
days of construction monitoring were 
undertaken by 25 Cultural Heritage 
Officers from the Mandandanji, 
Barunggam, Western Wakka Wakka 
and Iman Traditional Owner groups. 

8.8.3 Chance Findings
The process for protection, preservation 
and management of chance findings 
is detailed in each CHMP. A chance 
finding occurs when a potential cultural 
heritage site or artefact is discovered or 
unearthed during construction activity. 
Any person who locates an artefact 
or object must comply with Business 
policies developed to conform to the 
CHMPs and Duty of Care guidelines 
under the Queensland Aboriginal 
Cultural Heritage Act (2003).

No chance findings were reported for 
the period. 

The Business continued to engage with 
Traditional Owners to survey for cultural 
heritage artefacts on all Australia Pacific 
LNG sites. 
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8.9 Key Performance 
Indicators

*Complaints related to land access and compensation as detailed in Section 8.3.

Number of social 
behaviour incidents
 Upstream 0

 Downstream 0

Number of community 
complaints

Upstream 16

Downstream 2

Percent of community 
complaints closed out within the 
reporting period
Upstream 69%

Downstream 100%

Number of biosecurity incidents

Upstream 0

Downstream 0

Access to Land

Number of legacy 
cases resolved in  
the period

0

Number of landholder 
complaints*

10

Number of ongoing 
litigation cases

0

Number of cases 
mediated in the 
reporting period

0

Indigenous Peoples
Number of Indigenous groups providing 
goods and services to the Project

Upstream 6

Downstream 17

Cultural Heritage
Number of non-
compliance incidents 
with Cultural Heritage 
Management Plans

0

Number of chance 
findings (cultural 
heritage objects) in 
the reporting period

0

Financial contributions 
supporting the Community 
Investment strategy for the 
reporting period
Upstream AUD$316,177

Downstream AUD$130,150
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APPEA Australian Petroleum Production and 
Exploration Association

ADWG Australian Drinking Water Guidelines

CAS Community Advisory Service 
(Gladstone)

CAR Corrective Action Request

CHMP Cultural Heritage Management Plan

CG Queensland Coordinator General

CO2 Carbon Dioxide

CSG Coal Seam Gas

CSIRO Commonwealth Scientific and 
Industrial Research Organisation

DAF Queensland Department of 
Agriculture and Fisheries

DIDO Drive-in-drive-out work regime

DEE Commonwealth Department of the 
Environment and Energy

EA Environmental Authority

EHP Queensland Department of 
Environment and Heritage Protection

EIS Environmental Impact Statement

EMP Environmental Management Plan

EPC Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction

ESMP Environmental and Social 
Management Plan

EVNT Endangered, Vulnerable and Near-
Threatened Species

FAC First Aid Case

FIFO Fly-in-fly-out work regime

FTE Full Time Equivalent

GAWB Gladstone Area Water Board

GISERA Gas Industry Social and 
Environmental Research Alliance

GLDMG Gladstone Local Disaster 
Management Group

GLNG Gladstone LNG Project 

GPC Gladstone Ports Corporation

GPF Gas Processing Facility

GQAL Good Quality Agricultural Land

GRC Gladstone Regional Council

HDD Horizontal Directional Drilling

HSE Health, Safety and Environment

HSSE Health, Safety, Security and 
Environment

HPI High Potential Incident – A near miss 
safety incident with a likely potential 
consequence of a fatality

IESC Independent Environment and Social 
Consultant

IFC International Finance Corporation

ILUA Indigenous Land Use Agreement

LNG Liquefied Natural Gas

LTC Lost Time Case

Ml Megalitres

MTC Medical Treatment Case

Mtpa Million metric tonnes per year

NGO Non-Government Organisation

NOx Nitrogen Oxides

OSBL Outside Battery Limits

OCIS Origin Collective Intelligence System

Origin Origin Energy Limited

PIN Penalty Infringement Notice

QCLNG Queensland Curtis LNG Project

RCCC Regional Community Consultative 
Committee

RFSU Ready for Start-Up

RTN Right to Negotiate

RWC Restricted Work Case

S1 Semester One

S2 Semester Two

SD Sustainable Development

SIMP Social Impact Management Plan

STARRT Safety Task Analysis and Risk 
Reduction Talk 

TRIFR Total Recordable Injury Frequency 
Rate. The ratio of recordable injuries 
or illnesses per million hours worked 
averaged over a 12-month period

UWIR Underground Water Impact Report

YTD Year to Date

WTF Water Treatment Facility

Appendix 1 – Abbreviations and Glossary of Terms

9.1 Abbreviations
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HSE Health, Safety and Environment

HSSE Health, Safety, Security and 
Environment

HPI High Potential Incident – A near miss 
safety incident with a likely potential 
consequence of a fatality

IESC Independent Environment and Social 
Consultant

IFC International Finance Corporation

ILUA Indigenous Land Use Agreement

LNG Liquefied Natural Gas

LTC Lost Time Case

Ml Megalitres

MTC Medical Treatment Case

Mtpa Million metric tonnes per year

NGO Non-Government Organisation

NOx Nitrogen Oxides

OSBL Outside Battery Limits

OCIS Origin Collective Intelligence System

Origin Origin Energy Limited

PIN Penalty Infringement Notice

QCLNG Queensland Curtis LNG Project

RCCC Regional Community Consultative 
Committee

RFSU Ready for Start-Up

RTN Right to Negotiate

RWC Restricted Work Case

S1 Semester One

S2 Semester Two

SD Sustainable Development

SIMP Social Impact Management Plan

STARRT Safety Task Analysis and Risk 
Reduction Talk 

TRIFR Total Recordable Injury Frequency 
Rate. The ratio of recordable injuries 
or illnesses per million hours worked 
averaged over a 12-month period

UWIR Underground Water Impact Report

YTD Year to Date

WTF Water Treatment Facility

Australia 
Pacific LNG

Australia Pacific LNG Pty Limited

Australia 
Pacific LNG 
Pty Limited

Means, at any time, any of the Gas 
Production System and Pipeline then-
wholly-owned or operated by an Australia 
Pacific LNG Entity.

Bechtel Bechtel Corporation, the EPC Contractor 
of the LNG Plant and the Shared Facilities 
(other than the LNG storage tanks).

COP Australia ConocoPhillips Australia Pty Ltd, 
a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
ConocoPhillips, and the Downstream 
Operator.

Downstream 
Operating 
Agreement

The operating agreement between 
Australia Pacific LNG and the 
Downstream Operator, pursuant to which 
the Downstream Operator manages 
the construction of, and operates and 
maintains, the LNG Plant and the Shared 
Facilities on behalf of the Borrower and 
the Shared Facilities Provider.

Downstream 
Operator

ConocoPhillips Australia Pty Ltd

Downstream 
Project

The design, construction, testing, 
commissioning and operation of the LNG 
Plant and Shared Facilities.

EPBC 
Approval

‘EPBC Approval’ means the approval 
granted to Australia Pacific LNG 
under the Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth) 
dated 21 February 2011 and bearing 
the title ‘Australia Pacific LNG Project 
- Development of a LNG Plant and 
Ancillary Onshore and Marine Facilities on 
Curtis Island - EPBC 2009/4977’ .

Gas 
Production 
System

Gas Production System means all 
wells, valves, compressors, vessels, 
meters, equipment, pipelines, facilities, 
installations and apparatus which, in the 
judgment of the Seller, are from time to 
time required to:

(a) produce and gather Natural Gas;

(b) separate water and other constituents 
from that Natural Gas for the purpose of 
producing Gas; or

(c) compress and deliver Gas to the 
Delivery Points.

LNG Plant The gas liquefaction facility to be built by 
the Downstream Operator and certain 
ancillary facilities (but not including the 
Shared Facilities).

LNG Facilities The LNG Plant plus Shared Facilities.

9.2 Terms

‘Make Good’ 
Agreement

If an existing water bore is affected by 
a CSG operation, the responsible CSG 
company must undertake reparation 
measures to restore the bore’s capacity 
to supply water, or provide the bore 
owner with an alternative water supply or 
monetary compensation.

Project The ‘Project’ comprises the development, 
construction, operation, maintenance, 
and ownership of Australia Pacific LNG’s 
CSG fields, the construction of a gas 
transmission pipeline(s), together with 
the construction of LNG facilities and 
associated port infrastructure to export 
LNG to international markets.

Queensland 
Environmental 
Authority

‘Queensland Environmental Authority’ 
means the level 1 environmental authority 
(chapter 5A activities) permit granted 
to Australia Pacific LNG under the 
Environmental Protection Act 1994 (Qld).

Recordable 
Injuries

Injuries or illnesses of work-related nature 
involving medical treatment cases, 
restricted work cases or lost time cases.

Shared 
Facilities

The power generation facilities, utilities, 
storage tanks, loading lines and arms, 
jetty, docks, buildings, helipads, 
communications facilities, land and 
water rights, and other facilities and 
infrastructure to be developed on Curtis 
Island to be used initially by the LNG 
Plant but in the future may be used 
in connection with LNG processing 
trains developed by one or more other 
developers.

Sinopec China Petroleum & Chemical Corporation

Sustain Phase Sufficient upstream development to 
facilitate two LNG trains operating at 
maximum design rate and meeting 
coincident domestic demand.

Train 1 The first LNG train to be constructed 
under the EPC Contract.

Train 2 The second LNG train to be constructed 
under the EPC Contract

Upstream 
Operator

Origin Energy Limited.

Upstream 
Project

The design, construction, testing, 
commissioning, and operation of CSG 
fields, a high pressure gas pipeline 
network, and transmission pipelines for 
supply of gas to the LNG Plant.

The design, construction, testing, 
commissioning, and operation of CSG 
fields, a high pressure gas pipeline 
network, and transmission pipelines for 
supply of gas to the LNG Plant.
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